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Virst Consi; went* %wall

We have made deliveries of the
ainst

early order registrations

" SO4
CONIt4141CAII014

RECEIVER

FIRST deliveries have been made, and
reports confirm its really excellent all-
round performance.

We are still accepting orders for
rotational delivery, but the demand
increases from recommendations.
Write for technical Brochure and
details of registration arrangements.

Nine valves. Five switched bands.
Two R.F. and two I.F.

I Continuous coverage
30,000 to 600 Kc s.stages.

Crystal Filter.
Noise Limiter.
B.F.O.

PRICE :

Sensitivity better than
2 microvolts.

" S " meter.

£48 . I Os.
(PLUS PURCHASE TAX, CIO :8 :6)

Write, phone or call-
Our shop hours are 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
(Saturdays 9 a.m. to I p.m.)

14 SOHO ST. LOAFD-ON--VITTIIIIIIIIIIITelephone GERRARD 2089
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Testing Time
Ahead . . .

RECONSTRUCTION, as we now know too well, means some-
thing other than enjoyment of the non-existent fruits of victory.
The amenities of a world at well-earned peace are not for us
until we have replaced the ravages of war with the necessities
of life and the realities of universal peaceful intent for victors,
victims and vanquished alike.

That is speaking collectively. . . . For ourselves, we learned
much and progressed far in the six years of ceaseless toil, urged
on by dire necessity and peril. We are not resting now. We are
still pressing on, pressing into the service of those engaged in
rebuilding the body and soul of a whole world the knowledge
gained, the advancements perfected, the skill and craftsmanship

that outmatched the efforts of our enemies.

Regd. Trade Mark

" Avo " Electrical Test-
ing Instruments set a

standard by which other
instruments are judged.

THE UNIVERSAL.
AVONETER

THE " AVO
ALT. -WAVE OSCILLATOR

" AVO " VALVE TESTER
" AVO " TEST BRIDGE
UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

THE D.C. AVOMINOR

" AVO " LIGHT METER
" AVO EXPOSURE
METER, ETC., ETC.

Catalogues on
application.

PRECISION ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:
The AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co. Ltd.
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I 'Phone: VICtoria 3404-9

A
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SERIES I 0 0

MULTI - RANGE
TEST SET by

PULLIN
A Service Engineers' instrument, hav-
ing very low consumption, i.e., 100

Microamps full scale on all voltage
ranges A.C. and D.C. Sensitivity
10,000 Ohms per Volt.

The Instrument is housed in a strong
metal case with carrying handle and is
complete with test leads and prods.

Ranges :-
Milliamps, D.C. only 2.5, 10, 25, 100 and 500.
Volts D.C. and A.C. 10,25,100, 250, 500 & 1000.
Resistance from 100 Ohms to I Megohm with
13,500 Ohms at mid scale. Price £8.0.0.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD.
Address all correspondence to :
Dept. T, Phoenix Works, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. Te:ephore: Ecling 0011

OC 1 ()BLit 1946

ELECTRADIX OFFERS!
TELEPHONES for House and Office.
CONSTRUCTORS PARTS FOR YOUR OWN
SET UP !

WALL TELEPHONE SETS.
Bracket Mike, vertical or horizontal ...
Transformer and Condenser for same ...
Magneto Bell fitted
Switch hook and contacts
Walnut Cabinet 8" x 6" x 3" fitted terminals
and connections ... 5 6
Two L.R. watch pattern earphones ... 10 -
Hand Magneto Ringer ... ... 12 6

Set as above, 30/-. Two sets, SO:-.
TUBULAR AERIALS. 12 foot tubular aerials for
ultra -short and broadcast; 5 metres upwa. ds for
Receivers and Transmitters; duralumin seamless tubes
j", useful for many purposes. Packed in cartons and
post free for 4/6.

POLE STAY STRAINERS for aerial masts, trans-
mitting and television, 1,6 each ; postage 6d. extra.

INSULATORS. Swan -neck
insulators for gutter fixing,
1/6 each.

CONDENSERS. 3 -gang, short wave
condensers, ball bearing, 12;6 each.

RELAYS. For all purposes ; send for special Leaflet
" S.W." Our stock is large and the Relays are in new
condition, surplus P.O. Siemens Models.

VIBRATORS. Mallory 12 volt battery vibrators,
new, type 629C. In metal can, 15/.

10 -
5 -

2 6

HEADPHONES. High resist-
ance double headphones, light-
weight, bakelite cap and case,
best British make ; double head-
band and long cord. 22/6.
Single L.R. headphones for
circuit testing and experimental
work, light -weight as above, with
double headband and cord, 8/6.
SWITCHES. Dewar panel
switches, 8 -pole C.O. flush
fitting. Yaxley 3 -pole, 3 -way.
3/6. 8 -pole, I -way, 3/6. 8 -way

Lucas switch boxes, 3/6. 6 .way, 3/-. D.P. C.O.
Toggle switches, panel type, 4/3.

TEST BUZZERS. Double con-
tact blades for distant signals or
converting to vibrators, 8/6 ea.
High note Townsend buzzers. the
smallest made, for wavemecer and
instrument testing, I0/- ea.
Morse Practice buzzers, tunable
note, in metal case, 7/6. Robust

buzzers in bakelite case, 3/6.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS, 230/110 volts, 85 watts,
25/- ; 150 watts, 35/- ; 300 watts, 60/- ; 350 watts,
65/- ; I kW, El 10s. ; 3 kW, L9103., all for immediate
delivery.
TRANSFORMERS, double wound, for model work,
230 volt to 12 volt, 3 amps, 32/6 ; 20 volt 2 amps, 30/-.
DYNAMOS. 6-, 12-, 24- and 80 -volt machines.
Send for special leaflet " S.M."

When ordering, please mention the " S W M."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214 QUEENSTOWN RD., LONDON, S.W.8

Telephone MACoulay 2159.
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eddyalAtstogaPtwSkIt .6)ae
This popular Manual of absorbing interest to every

Sfl°NI
Ham and Short Wave Radio constructor will be
available at the end of October. The Eddystone Short

0 Wave Manual can be obtained ONLY from authorised
Eddystone Dealers.

Shet 4°)

WE REGRET-A NOTE OF WARNING
It is our duty to you (and in fairness to our regi-
stered Dealers) to be frank regarding the present
supply position of Eddystone Components. We
are not finding it easy to meet the demand as
quickly as we would wish. We must in the Nation's
interest maintain our Export Drive thus leaving only
a portion of our output for the Home Market. To
avoid disappointment, order your Eddystone Com-
ponents well in advance. Don't blame your dealer
if he cannot fulfil your entire requirements over the
counter-he is doing his best for you and we are
doing our best for him. You may be sure that we, the
manufacturers, are doing everything possible to
increase output. Distribution of our products will
be made evenly throughout the country-you may
not have to wait, but if you do, please be patient.

I If you do not know your local Eddystone dealer,
we will, if you desire, send you his address. Please
send postage. We do NOT supply direct.)

STRATTON & Co. Ltd., West Heath, B'ham 31

for
SWITCHES

. . . the name is

BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD.
KEIGHLEY YORKS Phone : Keighley 4221/4

Grams : Enesef, Keighley
London Office & Export Sales: 9 Stratford Place, London, W.I Tele: Mayfair 4234

SOLE LICENSEES OF THE OAK MANUFACTURING CO. LTD., CHICAGO
British N.S.F. Sub -Licensees : Plessy Co. Ltd., A.B. Metal Products Ltd

Other British N.S.F. Products include PAPER CAPACITORS,
SILVERED MICA CAPACITORS, WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
AND VOLUME CONTROLS - Write for full details.
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tAULTIMAICIA
140DULAIION

IRAtiSfORVIERS

woden engineers
have

developed a
special range

of Multimatch
modulation

below. The potssfo

nd-

filled steel
giving

reliable
and silent

working.

Primary
impedances,

2,000118,000
ohms.

Secondary
impedances,

TYPE 03'1.1.
Suitable for

30 watts
Audio. Max.Sec.

current,
110 mla 35'2

TYPE

Suitable for
60 watts

Audio.Max.Sec.
current,100

mla 46 9

TYPE 0.11.3.
Suitable for

l2S watts
Audio. Max.Sec.

current,

mia 67 1

Larger
sizes to order.

200120,000
ohms.

DE LUXE TYPE
TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES

This entirely new range of transformers and chokes housed in streamlined die-cast cases enable
equipment to be constructed setting a standard not hitherto attained. Full details are given in our
lists and a representative range is given below.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
D.T.M. I 1. 250-0-250 60 m/a 29/9

D.T.M.I 2. 275-0-275 120 m/a 42/11

D.T.M. I 3. 350-0-350 120 m/a 46/3

D.T.M.I4. 425-0-425 150 m/a 53/8

D.T.M.I5. 500-0-500 150 m/a 53/8

D.T.M.I 6. 650-0-650 200 m/a 62/2
D.T.M.17. 750-0-750 250 m/a 9"D.T.M.18. 1250-1000-0-1000-

1250 300 m/a
D.T.M.19. 1500-0-1500

137/6

350 m/a 155/2
D.T.M.20. 2000-0-2000

350 m/a 176/.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

10

v.

5 aammpP..cTDT

C.T.
D.T.F.12. 2.5 v. 10 amp. C.T.

D.T.F.I 4. 5 v. 4 amp. C.T.
D.T.F.15. 6.3 v. 4 amp. C.T.
D.T.F.I6. 4 v. 6 amp.

24/9
31/11

33/7
24/9
24/9
24/9

D.T.F.17. 7.5 y. 5 amp. C.T. 28/2
D.T.F.18. 5 v. 3 amp. C.T. 29/2

6.3 v. 4 amp. C.T. 29/2
D.T.F.19. 4v. 2.5 amp. C.T.1 29,2

4 v. 6 amp. C.T. f '
D.T.F.20. 10 v. 10 amp. C.T. 47/4

SMOOTHING CHOKES
D.C.S. I I. 12 Hy 60 m/a. D.C. Resist. 550 ohms
D.C.S. 12. 12 Hy 150 m/a. D.C. Resist. 190 ohms
D.C.S. 13. 12 Hy 250 m/a. D.C. Resist. 180 ohms
D.C.S. 14. 12 Hy 350 m/a. D.C. Resist. 60 ohms
D.C.S. 15. 12 Hy 500 m/a. D.C. Resist. 80 ohms
D.C.S. 16. 12 or 60 Hy 100 or 50 m/a.

D.C. Resist. 250 ohms or 1.100 ohms

16/4
22/1i
47/4

86/11
94/8

22/II

WODEN TRANSFORMER CO., LTD  BILSTON  STAFFS
Phone: Bilston 41959
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COIL PACK
SERIES

NOW
Guaranteed Tested

The 30 Coil Pack Series consists of 8 models to suit
all types of circuits. Every model is despatched,
after laboratory testing, with out Guaranteed -
Tested label, which safeguards your interests and
assures maximum performance.
30 COIL PACK. All -wave for use with 465 kcs
I.F. 3 iron -cored aerial coils and 3 iron -cored
oscillator coils, trimmers, padders, all wired to
wave -change switch, 7 connections only to make,
clearly shown on circuit supplied. Size 4r
II" x 2f". Wavebands covered : 16-50, 220-550,
750-2,000 metres. Wired, assembled, tested and
ready for one -hole fixing to chassis. Price 2 Gns.
30A COIL. PACK. Exactly as above but wave-
bands covered are: 12-30,30-75, 75-200 metres. For
S.W. reception, special consideration has been
given to maintenance of high image ratio.
For Superhet circuit. Price 2 Gns.
Other 30 Coil Pack models are available for T.R.F.
circuits and covering every worthwhile waveband.
Send Id. stamp for latest price list Bulletin.

BUILD THIS ALL -WAVE AC/DC
SUPERHET

This 5 -valve Superhet gives performance equal
to factory built. Everything
'or building, including valves,

P.M. Speaker, 30
Coil Pack, nuts,
bolts, wire, resis-
tors, 3 Blue Prints,
etc. Price 10 Gns.
ALL COMPO-
NENTS NEW
AND UNUSED

CASH WITH ORDER
OR C.O.D. OVER E6

I C
II

ALIGNED INSTRUMENTS SERVICES,
I COLWORTH ROAD,
LEYTONSTONE, E.I I

Q.C.C.
TYPE P5

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL

UNIT
This unit uses the well-known Q.C.C. Power type
crystal, which is undoubtedly the most rugged and
active crystal cut available for amateur use. The crystal
is mounted in our type U dust proof holder, with
standard f in. pin spacing, as illustrated above.
The P5 unit has a temperature co -efficient of 20 cycles
per megacycle per degree Centigrade temperature
change. Used with a 6V6 or 6L6 type beam tetrode,
it will give up to 5 watts r.f. output on the fundamental
frequency, and approximately 3 watts on the second
harmonic in the Tritet circuit.
Available in the 1.8 to 2.0 Mc. band for fundamental
use, and in the 3.5 Mc. band and 7 Mc. band for
frequency multiplying to the 28 and 58 Mc. bands.
An official certificate of calibration is sent with each
P5 unit, giving the frequency under stated operating
conditions to an accuracy of 0.025%.

PRICES : Ground to your specified frequency
In the above bands fl.17.6

Or ground to a frequency not specified by you
but taken from our stock ... E1.12.6

Please note that all the leading dealers In amateur
equipment now carry stocks of the P5 crystal unit.
THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD. (Directors:
E. A. Dedman, G2NH., N. H. R. Munday, G5MA., W. J.
Thompson, G2MR.), 63171 Kingston Road, NEW
MALDEN, SURREY. Telephone : MALden 0334

SPECIAL ITEMS

We are happy to announce that we can offer the
following special items from stock. May we
suggest, however, that you let us have your
orders promptly, as supplies are still limited.
All equipment is new and un-used.

Heavy Duty Resistors.
2,600 ohms 100 watt, variables, ceramic bases and
insulated spindles 7/6 each
25,000 ohms 75 watt, with adjustable tap

11,8 each
50,000 ohms 75 watt, tapped at 20K, 30K, and 40 K

21/3 each
50,000 ohms 75 watt, without taps I7,'- each
25,000 ohms 75 watt, without taps 15,'3 each

Aerial Tubing. (Callers only. Special arrange-
ments for quantities.)
Tapered 5 ft rods, cadium plated, with screw base.
FB for 58 mc/s

Moving Coil Meters.
Limited number of 0-500 micro -amp, 2I in dial

30,- each

Radiocraft Power Equipment, Valves, Condensers,
and all Amateur Gear

RADIOCRAFT LTD.
(G3PS, G400, and G2FPP)

II Church Road, Upper Norwood,
London, S.E.19

(One minute from Crystal Palace H.L. Railway
Station and Bus Terminus)

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
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THE FINEST CORED SOLDER IN THE WORLD

Multicore Solder contains 3 cores of extra active non-corro

sive Ersin Flux. No extra tux is required and joints can be

readily made on oxidised surfaces. The three cores of Ersin

Multicore ensure rapid melting and flux continuity, thus

speeding up soldering operations and eliminating waste.

NOMINAL 14D. REELS NIGH TIN CONTENT PREWAR QUALITY.
Approx. Leroph Puce per nommalCaOlogue Alley

RNmenco No. Tin 14141 .W'G' I .'...m.. ' '''' ".1.1N text rsolNextr

140111 10 40 II III NM a 9

44 fire1 A11014 NI 40 14

vor

Purest tin and lead are
sedinMulticoreSolder

Highprecisionstandardof
soldered joints obtained.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. Multicore being made in
MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.1 gauges between 10 & 22

Tel. REGent 1411 (P.B.X. 4 lines) S.W.G.

Comfort and Concentration !
There is nothing more conducive to getting full pleasure
from your radio than wearing a pair of lightweight yet
highly sensitive headphones.

When you are searching the short-wave bands, or for
that matter enjoying any broadcast programme without
disturbing others in the room, you will appreciate using
a pair of the world famous S. G. Brown type " F

Type " F "

If you would like details of all the types of
S. G. Brown Headphones, send for Illustrated
Brochure "S.W."

FEATHERWEIGHT
HEADPHONES

Light in weight, highly sensitive and inexpensive. They
will give you years of service and are most comfortable to
wear.

Price 23/- per pair.

YOU CAN GET THEM FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER

VICTORIA RD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3 'Phone ACOrn 5021
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P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS

Chassis Speech Coil Pole Flux Total Power
MODEL Impedance Diameter Density Flux HandlingDiameter Ohms Gauss Capacity

2f" P2V 3.0 IV 8,500 8,000 .25 W

34" P3C 3.0 "/4 7,700 24,000 I W

5" PS CI 3.0 r 8,500 26,000 3 W
5" PST 3.0 "3

4 10,500 32,000 3 W

61" P6Q 3.0 "A
4 8,500 26,000 4 W

61" P6T 3.0 2.'
4 10,500 32,000 4 W

8" P8D 2.3 I" 6,200 24,000 5 W
8" P8M 2.3 I" 8,000 31,000 5 W
8" P8G 2.3 I" 10,000 39,000 6 W

10" PIOM 2.3 I" 8,000 31,000
10" PIOG 2.3 I" 10,000 39,000

6 W
8 W

12" P64 12.0 It- 12,500 140,000 15 W

I8" P84 10.0 2f" 13,500 350,000 40 W

Energised Speakers
supplies of wire
Output Transformers
wound to meet

PLEASE

CELESTION,

KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES,

are

customers'

Telephone:

will
removed.

PURCHASE

be available

for Celestion
requirements.

THROUGH YOUR

KINgston

as soon

Loudspeakers

LOCAL

5656-7-8

as

DEALER.

LTD

restrictions

SURREY

on

can be

 ,
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ROTARY SWITCHES
FOR R.F. CIRCUITSLASKY'S RADIO

OUR AIM-SATISFACTION
VALUE AND SERVICE

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER

PARCEL OF CONDENSERS, RESIST-
ANCES, SYSTOFLEX. 48 assorted condensers.
All values. Including! 8 mfd. I 16 mfd., 18+8 500
v.w.; 48 assorted resistances, g, I. f, I, 2 watt;
24 yds. Systoflex, various sizes and colours ; I lb.
reel tinned copper wire. Price 52,6, post free.

VIBRATORS, 12 volt and 6 volt, 4 -pin, 9,9 each.

CONDENSERS. :5, 25, .1, :01, :02, 05, :03,
025, :001, 002, 005, etc., 71d. each, 6 - per doz.
All 350 volts working. 5 pf.-4,000 pf., 7d. each,
5,6 per doz.

RESISTANCES. All values g, I, and I watt.
Assorted parcels. 4 - per doz. E2 per gross.

HIGH VOLTAGE OIL -FILLED CON-
DENSERS, 1,000 volts working. I mfd., 2 - ;

2 mfd.. 2 6 ; 4 mfd., 6 8 mfd., 750 volts working,
7 6 ; I mfd., 8,000 v.w., 10...-; .02 mfd. 6,000 v.w.,
3 6 ; :02 mfd., 8,000 v.w., 6.6.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. 500 v.w.
aluminium cans (midget). 8 mfd., 3 - 16 mfd.,
4.6 ; 8 -; 8 mfd., 5 6.

CARBON VOLUME CONTROLS. All values.
With switch, 5,-. Less switch, 3 6. First grade
wirewound Potentiometers. 1,000, 10,000 5,000,
2,000, 3,000, 20,000, 50,000 and 25,000 It, 3/3.

YAXLEY TYPE SWITCHES. 3 pole, 3 way,
single bark, 2 6 ; 4 pole, 2 way, 2 bank, 2/9 ;
4 pole, 3 way, 2 bank, 3 6. Midget, 2 pole, 6 way,
2;6.

COILS. L. and M. Wave T.R.F., with reaction,
8/6 per pair, with circuit. Weymouth Superhet
Coil Pack, L., M. and S. Wave, complete with
switch padders, trimmers, with set of diagrams
for building AC,DC Superhet, 38.6. L., M. and S.
Way? S/Het coils with circuit. AE and 05C.,
10/6 pair. Wearite " P " Coils. PA I, PO1,
PHF1, P02, PA2, PHF2, P03, PA3, PHF3, PO4,
etc., etc., 3.- each.

Loud Speakers, Mains Transformers,
O Trans., Chokes, and all radio components.
Everything for the serviceman and amateur
radio enthusiast.

Send Id. for our Current List. ALSO LATEST
BULLETIN. All goods sold covered by our
Guarantee. Money refunded if dissatisfied,

Terms : Cash with Order, pro forma or C.0 D
(No C.O.D. under [1.)

LASKY'S RADIO
370, Harrow Road, Paddington, W.9
(Opposite Paddington Hospital).

Phone: Cunningham 1979

The Redifon heavy duty rotary switches
have been specially designed for use in
R.F. circuits. They are suitable for use
in the output stages of transmitters,
R.F. generators, and in audio and power
circuits where high insulation and current -
carrying capacity are required.

With an overall diameter of 4f inches
and varying in length from 3i to 7f inches,
depending on the number of banks
required, these switches are capable of
carrying a peak voltage of 4,000 volts
(double-spaced banks) with a maximum
R.M.S. current of zo amperes.

Redifon rotary switches can be built to
suit individual requirements as to spindle
length and number of single or double-
spaced banks (maximum contacts per
bank -8; maximum number of banks -6).
The use of standard components ensures
prompt delivery.

REDIFFUSION Ltd.
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio Communication

and Industrial Electronic Equipment
COMMUNICATION SALES DIVISION

Broomhill Rd., London, 8.W.18

PO

712414-mitt4ty Ca'aceNa

TYPE

Max. Capacity

TRMSS

List Price

30+30 pF £1 : 7 : 6 each
60+60 £1 : 10 : 0

80+80 £1 : 12 : 0

100+100 £1 : 17 : 6

Air Gap .082 in.
SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD.
Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, 3liddx.
'Phone : ENField 2071-2 'Grams "Capacity, Enfield"
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METAL CABINETS
Now delivering ex. stock, latest design
Steel Cabinets, with louvred back and
sides and hinged lid. Complete with
Aluminium Front Panel, size 19" by 10i"
and finished in Black Ripple. Supplied
packed flat for safe transit, can be assem-
bled in a few minutes. Price only 60/ -
each, plus 2'6 packing and postage.
Aluminium Chassis tofit, size 17" by 10" by
2" deep, 6;'- (if ordered separately, plus I -
packing and postage). Aluminium Panel
Brackets 7" by 7" 1/- per pair (separately,
9d. extra packing and postage). Please
include P.O. or M.O. with order for
despatch same day, and give name and
address in block letters. Smaller sizes
will be announced later, also metal
handles. Do try to VISIT us-we're the
top of the list for components ! We may
not have Catalogues, but we've got
THE GOODS !

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED
264-266 Old Christchurch Road,
BOURNEMOUTH, HANTS.

Model
90a

RADIO AMATEUR
ENTHUSIASTS and
PROFESSIONAL WIT

OPERATORS
The Candler System of Morse Code Training
has been demonstrating its value for the

past 34 years.

Each CANDLER SYSTEM Course (JUNIOR for
Beginners-ADVANCED for Operators) Is arranged
in a series of 10 progressive lessons which are
fascinating, instructive and practical. They teach you
the most vital principles of telegraphing technique,
the fundamentals of successful, efficient, accurate
and speedy Receiving and Sending of the Morse Code.

Full details of the Candler System Courses in

MORSE CODE
TRAINING

are set out In the Candler "BOOK OF FACTS " which
will be sent you post free and without obligation.

Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly payment terms.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.(55S.W.)
121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

UNIVERSAL TAYLORMETER
First grade accuracy,

40 rano", MO ohms per volt.
1 Four -inch meter scale.
2 Mirror and Knife edge

pointer.
3 Buzzer for Continuity

Tests.
4 Automatic overload4pro-

tection.

S Self -Contained Resist-
ance measurements
from I Ohm up to 1

Megohm.

6 Three Self-contained
capacity ranges with ex-
ternal A.C. Supply.

Limited supplies of these instruments are now available.
All orders are executed in strict rotation.

Price:-Please write for
technical brochure. 1 5 . 1 5 . .

Electrical Instruments Ltd.
419-424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Tel: Slough 21381 (411nes) Grams: 'T.v1Ins" Slough
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THE FIRST OF THE

HALLICRAFTERS
SERVICE

DEPARTMENT
will restore your

old set -Irrespective
of type-to its
ORIGINAL

PERFORMANCE

ha%Era__ers
BRITISH MADE

TRANSMITTERS
The 1946 H.T.9.

Any five Amateur bands switched.
No coil changing. 100 watts C.W., 75
watts Phone.
Fully conforms to G.P.O. Amateur
Licence Regulations.
The above available shortly. Deliveries of other
British Made Hallicrafters Receivers and Trans-
mitters will not commence for some months BUT
THEY ARE UNDER WAY.

McELROY-ADAMS MFG. GROUP LTD.
(Sole U.K. Hallicrafters Concessionaires)

56 KINGSWAY, W.C.1, LONDON
Telephone : HOLborn 3908
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Going on the Air ?

CATALOGUE
NOW READY

If you hare not
ordered one, send
2fd. stamp for a
copy.

LTD

-it might be just as well to come along and
see us first, as although Short Wave Com-
munication is our business-we specialise in

Amateur Radio. Every senior member of our
technical staff is a well-known licensed trans-
mitter-a member of the R.S.G.B., just as

keen as you are, and only too pleased to help
you get your licence and make your first DX
contact.

You will like the cordial reception and

friendly atmosphere of our shop ; it isn't
very big, but we are told we have the finest
display of new amateur equipment and com-
ponents in the country.

We will advise you on the design and con-
struction of your transmitter if you wish, and
as we have our own factory on the premises
there is little we cannot supply or make for
you.

TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD.
177 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

(Few minutes from Marble Arch)

Telephone : PADDINGTON 6116
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EDITORIAL

UHF
The post-war amateur frequency allocations in many
countries already include generous slices of territory
above i oo mc. The G's are almost unique in not
yet possessing such facilities.
It is not our intention here to raise a complaint in
the matter, since grants in the UHF region are in
the offing, but rather to draw attention to the value
of such bands when we get them. Though we had
allocations in the 120 and 240 mc bands before the
war, very little practical use was made of them.
Such frequencies will give many amateurs fresh scope
for ingenuity and experiment, and will pose new
problems in amateur communication-the funda-
mentals upon which the art of Amateur Radio is
based. The Americans, Australians and some
Europeans have already gone far in investigating the
144, 166 and 420 mc regions, so that the technique
is already fairly well established.
But in this country it will open a new field for useful
and interesting work, and we look forward to the
first grant of UHF facilities to holders of G callsigns.
During the war, British radio technicians made a
large contribution to progress in communication (as
distinct from radar) technique at these frequencies,
and many pre-war amateurs were prominently
identified with the work.
In case it should be supposed that such frequencies
have little practical value for amateur communi-
cation, some post-war results are worth mentioning:
The American point-to-point record on 144 mc is
310 miles, and the Australians are working regularly
over distances up to 70 and 1 oo miles on 166 mc.
These results compare well with that we in this
country are doing on the 58 mc band.

/0711-6.
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Five Metres
Events of August 22-European Notes
-First Contacts-G Activity-Proposed

Five -Metre Contest

By A. J. DEVON

yOUR earnest contributor
practically never fails to get a
last-minute jolt, in the shape of

a new DX report (usually from the
indomitable G5BY!) just as these
notes have been passed in proof. This
is being written on September 20,
while we are going through a period of
ionospheric disturbance, and it may
well be that the week -end will see
another change in conditions. Anyway,
by ruthless cutting we can usually
squeeze in a "flash" panel, so always
let us know what is happening, even if
you think we are at press.

Generally, this has been a quiet
month, with the band open for Euro-
peans on August 21 (2030-2300),
August 22 (1400-2330), August 25
(1710-1735) and September 8 (1440-
1530) only. During all periods except
that of August 22, there was insuffi-
cient activity to take full advantage of
conditions-indeed, the times were a
little awkward for most people.

As summarised very briefly in the
stop -press panel in the September
issue of the Magazine, August 22 was
what the HB's have called "ein
grosser Tag."

The Results
Several G's had a share of the DX

and we also have interesting reports
from Europe, where there is more
activity on 58 me than might be
supposed. The achievements so far
verified are as follows :

HB9CD worked G2BMZ, G5BY,
G6LK, and G8JV.

HB9BZ worked G2BMZ and G5BY.
HB9J worked G5BY, having first

heard G8Y10(?) and G6LK.

G5BY worked F8RSN, HB's as
above, and I's 1FA, 1IRA, 1KS,
1M H, and 1TH.

G2MR heard OK2MV.
OK2MV heard G5AM(?) and several

unidentifiable G 'phones!
OK2UA received G5MA and G5TX,

and also heard the latter call
OK2MV.

An OK listener in Southern Bohemia
logged G5MA and G5TX.

All this happened over the period
1945-2230 BST when, as G5BY re-
marks, the band was full of S9 signals
for a whole hour ! For those who were
in on it, the problem was largely one
of good operating in order to knock
off as many DX stations as possible
while the going was good.

Conditions
Conditions were most peculiar, in

that both G5BY and HB9CD report
that beam directivities were all wrong
for part of the time at least. At one
period, G5BY had to shoot the
8 -element E.N.E. to get the best
signal from Italy! The ionised cloud
was obviously well off the direct line
and was probably putting down signals
in all sorts of localities and to many
directions from which we have not yet
heard. In view of the foregoing, the
silence from SM is surprising.

HB9CD remarks that on similar
occasions his rotary has given him DX
reception "all round the clock," in
every direction but the right one. This
is in accord with W1HDQ's observa-
tions in the States, noted here in July,
when signals seemed simply to be
"raining down from overhead." The
reasons for this phenomenon are
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obvious and fit in exactly with one's
mental picture of the behaviour of the
reflecting layers when ionisation is
intense at low levels.

The "off -the -line" effect is well
known, and was first mentioned in this
feature in February, 1939-history
keeps repeating itself.

The paragraphs above summarise
the happenings of August 22 which,
after all, was a good day mainly
because the ionosphere "gave" during
a period when there is normally a
relatively high degree of activity on

panel appearing herewith. They have
all been independently confirmed and
to the best of our knowledge and
belief are an accurate statement of the
facts.

France, you will notice, is not
mentioned. The reason is that though
our records of these matters, both
before and after the war, are quite
comprehensive, and we know all about
the post-war F QSO's, we have it in
mind that there was a pre-war G/F
contact which, for some reason, was
not noted in this column. Can anyone

OK1AW, Mestec, in action. The small job is a 58
mc transceiver and behind is the 28 mc PA.

58 mc. We are now getting round to
that state of affairs where the band is
populated at the right distances for
advantage to be taken of such con-
ditions. We used to talk hopefully
before the war in this column of
contacts such as those of August 22,
saying that if the stations were on at
the right time and distance, the con-
tacts would happen, just as they have
done for so long in the States.

First Contacts
For the record, we have been

researching into the question of first
contacts on five, which are given in the

shed any light? And have we missed
any others? It must be a two-way
QSO, of course, with full exchange of
reports. We have plenty of evidence
of pre-war one-way reception of G/HB,
SM/G, G/F and ON/G.

FIVE -METRE FIRSTS
Italy : G5MQ/IIIRA,

July 2, 1938.
Holland : G2AO/PAOPN,

August 17, 1939.
North Africa : G5BY/FA8B,

June 24, 1946.
Switzerland : G5BY/HB9CD,

August 22, 1946.
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GM Activity
At last, the veil is lifted north of the

Border. There are no less than nine
stations now active in Scotland, GM's
2KP, 2LQ, 3AKK, 3YS, 5ST, 5VG,
6MS, 8AH and 8CH, most of them in
the neighbourhood of Glasgow. Regu-
larly on, every evening between 2100-
2200 clock time, are 2KP, 2LQ, 3AKK,
8AH and 8CM, all Glaswegians.

This is good news, as it is in this
direction that we expect the new
inter -G record to be made-the dis-
tance is just right for a good breaking
of the one standing. Needless to say,
the GM's are complaining of "weak
and unidentifiable carriers."
Our vocabulary on this topic is ex-
hausted.

G Notes
G2XC has had first contacts with

G2AK(115), G51G(105) and G5MQ
(190), and reports a solid early -
morning run with G6YU (Coventry,
105 miles) during the second fortnight
in August. Only one morning missed
-August 29, when it was blowing a
full gale from the south-west.

G6DH (116) now shows up at
G2XC at any time of the day or night
(how very like those regular pre-war
G5BY-G6FO contacts over 126 miles,
that so many people found so hard to
believe!).

G2XC does remark that if there is a
wet -weather belt between Clacton and
Portsmouth, results are affected. Once
more harking back for a moment, in
this respect G5BY-G6FO proved time
and again that they could work quite
irrespective of weather conditions-
good contacts were made with 6 -in. of
ice on their aerials (winter 1938-39) or
in the blazing heat of the following
summer.

G6YU (Coventry), though he says
has a poor location, is doing very well.
His three -element close -spaced rotary
is below the level of neighbouring
steel -frame factory buildings ! Measure-
ments show that it gives him a forward
gain of at least 12 dB, with a back-to-
front ratio of 2:1. This helps to
minimise noise from electrical
machinery and spot-welding plant with-

in a few yards of the aerial. What a
happy spot for 5 -metre DX!

But it makes G6YU's performance
on the band all the more creditable.
His Tx is a four -stage capacity -coupled
job with HK24's in the final, modu-
lated with a pair of TZ20's in Class-B-
but he uses CW mainly, be it noted.
The Rx is a National 81X reorganised
for 58 mc by the use of an interesting
converter design: An RL16 triode as
RF amplifier in a "grounded -grid"
circuit, with an X61M as frequency -
changer to 3 .75mc. G6YU, whose log
appears in Calls Heard this month,
remarks that G5TX and G6VX are the
strongest and most consistent semi -DX
stations with him.

Shorts
G2XC knocked up 193 contacts in

the four weeks ended September 12
. . . New G stations active are G4QL
(Horndean, Hants), G2VQ (Hurst
Green, Sussex) and G2VH (Southsea)
. . . Il KS has a pronounced American
accent; it is liable to give nervous 58 mc
operators heart -failure when they hear
it for the first time! . . . OK1AA,
Ing.Mir. Schaferling, Korunni 94,
Prague 12, would be very grateful for
cards from the G's who have heard his
signals. . . . The HA's are getting
ready, using some very fine VHF
equipment looted from the retreating
Hun; they are QRX only at the
moment, as amateur transmission is
still prohibited . . . OK2DS is active
with 50 watts from a good location
. . . . If you hear "Test de OK1FF"
on an auto -key for long periods, it's all
right; he also has 50 watts, from
Prague . . . HB9CD advocates FM
as a means of overcoming many of the
difficulties of 'phone reception on 58 mc;
we concur, but not very heartily.
Surely CW is the right answer as
things are at present; but we agree that
amateur FM working will come . . .

VK2NO/2ABZ are in regular S9 con-
tact over 70 miles on 166 mc! . . .

VK2NO, our old friend Don Knock,
remarks that the compactness of
everything on this band is most
intriguing; his 4 -element Yagi for
166 mc is as sharp as a needle and
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must be right on the distant station.
There are 12 VK's on 166

mc within working distance of one
another Many others are
busy on 50-54 mc looking for DX,
which is ZL and W6 for them.

The W's are paralleling all
our 58 mc results, but over much
greater distances WOYUQ of
Manhattan, Kansas, is the first to work
all American call areas on 50 mc;
there are several others with only one
contact to get What makes
it harder is that there are no less than
eighteen States in the Union in which
no 5 -metre activity has ever been
reported W7QAP's motto
with his 5 -metre beam is "When in
doubt, aim north"; it seems this
always brings back W6's-more of
that off -the -line trouble.

Certificate of Merit Awards
The question of awards to certain

58 mc operators of the Magazine
Certificate of Merit, the institution of
which is announced in this issue, is
now under discussion with the Editor.
We do not at present require recom-
mendations in the 5 -metre field as the
achievements that will qualify for the
award have, in practically every case,
already been recorded in this column.

It is hoped to announce the first
such awards in the next issue.
Five -Metre Contest

We have in mind the organisation
of a 58 mc Contest, worked on the
number -exchange procedure, with

points allotted on a distance basis, and
multipliers for contacts over 100
miles. The period proposed is the
fortnight November 23 -December 8,
results to be announced in the New
Year issue of the Magazine.

There is a certain amount of doubt
in our mind as to how much support
such a Contest would receive. In
other words, are 5 -metre operators
interested in an event of this kind? It
would certainly help to stimulate
interest in 5 -metre working. On the
other hand, it may be thought that
58 mc, being at present our only band
for purely experimental work, should
be kept clear of contests.

We ourselves are very keen on the
idea; it has been under consideration
for the last two or three months as a
possible winter activity, and we are
quite prepared to run it if only twelve
transmitters write to say they like the
scheme.

In order to be able to make an
announcement in the next issue, with
the rules and conditions, we should
be glad to have 'acceptances by
October 18-please drop a line as
soon as possible.
Reports-November

Closing date for reports for the
November issue is October 18 certain.
In particular, we should like to hear
from the North again, with some
log -lists for Calls Heard. Write or
wire A. J. Devon, c/o The Short Wave
Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1. (ABBey 2384.)

999-DIPOLE DIVERSION
One recent afternoon, G3AD and

G8ZD were quietly busy putting up a new
dipole for the latter on the roof of his
house, somewhere in London, S.W.

An anxious neighbour, full of concern
for the G3AD household, dialled 999 and
reported burglars. A Squad car arrived
on the instant and the officers, seeing
what was going on, beat on the front door
for immediate admission. G3AD's father
explained the circumstances, and then
added, "Of course, you can take them
along if you like"! The desperadoes on
the roof remained blissfully ignorant of it
all till they came down for tea.

AMATEUR RADIO IN BURMA
From U Hla Oung, XZ2AC, of

Rangoon, we have a note that, like the
Germans in Europe, the Japanese collected
every bit of radio equipment they could
find when Burma was over -run. The
possession of even broadcast receiving
equipment was made the excuse for cruel
excesses by the Japanese security police.

Government permission for the re-
establishment of amateur stations owned
by Burmese nationals having been forth-
coming, XZ2AC hopes shortly to be on
the air again, perforce starting from
scratch in the matter of gear.
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Home -Constructed Communications
Superhet

Full Spread on all Amateur Bands to 28 mc-
Plug-in Coils-Detailed Constructional Data-

Alignment Procedure Described
PART I

By A. B. WRIGHT (G6FW)

WHILST the TRF receiver can
give excellent performance in
skilled han,ds, most amateurs

sooner or later reach the stage when its
short comings become more and more
evident. With the advent of higher -
powered stations and increasingly
crowded occupancy of the amateur
bands, the poor selectivity of this type
of receiver compels the amateur to
consider the purchase or construction
of a superheterodyne.

The purpose of this article is to
describe the construction of such a
receiver, but before discussing the
circuit and constructional details, let
us consider the further advantages
possessed by the superhet.

Advantages of the Superhet
The essential principles of the super-

heterodyne type of receiver have been
discussed in an excellent article by
A. A. Mawse in the May issue of the
Magazine, and whilst there is no point
in repeating them here, certain ad-
vantages possessed by the superhet
over the TRF receiver should be
stressed.

First, owing to the fact that the
major part of the RF amplification
takes place at a comparatively low
frequency, sensitivity is far better, and
is more nearly constant over the whole
waveband. Selectivity is much im-
proved owing to the greater possible
efficiency of a series of fixed tuned
circuits-that is, the IF circuits-as
compared with a tunable system.
Dead spots, such as are commonly
experienced in a straight Rx without

RF amplification, are non-existent in
a superhet, and the receiver tuning is
completely unaffected by the aerial.
This latter fact makes possible easier
and, in a well designed set, completely
reliable calibration, an important point
when working over comparatively
narrow bands, such as those allotted
to amateurs.

The disturbing effect of reaction on
tuning is also avoided, and the veriest
beginner can obtain results using a
superhet which can only be achieved
by the most skilled user of a TRF
receiver.

Lastly, automatic volume control
can .be incorporated in the superhet,
which is a decided advantage when
listening to 'phone stations whose
signal strength is continually varying.

Many amateurs are under the im-
pression that to construct a superhet
receiver which will compare in per-
formance with a commercial model is,
if not an impossible feat, a task only
to be undertaken by those having
considerable experience of this type
of Rx plus a room -full of laboratory
equipment.

That this is an erroneous impres-
sion is proved by the fact that the
receiver to be described was the
writer's first effort at superhet con-
struction, and all operations, including
ganging and lining -up, were completed
with no other aids than a simple
oscillator, an Avo-Minor and a pair
of headphones.

The set was built during the war
years when transmitting activity was
out of the question, and when the
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Top view of G6FW's receiver, showing placing of components. Power supply compartment on the left, then
coil box, and three -gang band -set condenser in the centre, with RF and IF stages on the right. The small
condenser at the extreme right on the panel is the BFO pitch control, and to its left is C7, the oscillator band-

spread condenser.

urge to dabble in radio construction
simply had to be satisfied.

Choice of Circuit
The first point to be considered is

the choice of a suitable circuit (see
Fig. 1), bearing in mind present day
limitations in the supply of com-
ponents.

At least one RF stage was considered
an essential, if only to keep second
channel images, that bugbear of the
cheap superhet and "all -wave" re-
ceiver, down to reasonable propor-
tions. It was also hoped that some
measure of amplification would be
obtained, bearing in mind memories
of adding RF stages to the TRF
receiver, with an amount of gain
commensurate with the expense and
trouble involved.

The original set was constructed at
first without the RF stage, the latter
being added subsequently, and results
as regards image rejection and added
sensitivity surpassed expectations.
Whilst, as would be expected, a single
RF stage does not completely eliminate
images, these are reduced to manage-
able proportions. A certain amount

of image interference is experienced
on the 20 -metre band, but was re-
garded as inevitable in a receiver of
this size.

A 6K7 was used in the RF stage,
the same valve incidentally being used
in the IF stages, mainly because it
was an easily obtainable type at the
time the receiver was constructed. It
is very satisfactory and gives an
adequate signal-to-noise ratio, this
latter factor governing eventually the
effective sensitivity and the degree to
which weak DX signals can be copied.
The 6K7 also responds very well to
AVC.

The provision of an RF volume
control was found a necessity in
preventing " blocking " of the receiver
by powerful signals.

The Mixer/Oscillator
Various arrangements of mixer/

oscillator were tried out, including a
6A8G pentagrid, in which the oscil-
lator and converter elements are con-
tained in the same valve, also a 6C6
with separate oscillator.

The 6A8G gave good results on the
lower frequency bands, but for
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optimum operation on the higher
frequencies, a small amount of neu-
tralisation is required between oscillator
and signal grids. The final choice for
the mixer was a 6L7, with a 6J5
oscillator. Capacity coupling is used
between oscillator and mixer. The use
of a separate oscillator, besides making
for easier construction and more
stable operation, eliminates the
" pulling -in " effect evident with com-
bined mixer/oscillator valves.

This effect, by which the mixer
tuning affects to some extent the
oscillator tuning, is usually masked by
ganged condenser operation. It can be
very serious at higher frequencies, as
the stability of the whole receiver
depends upon the stability of the RF
oscillator. To a large extent, the con-
version gain of the 6L7 is also un-
affected by variation in oscillator out-
put, and the valve is not at all critical
in operation.

Whilst many designers favour a pen-
tode in the RF oscillator position, the
6J5 triode was found to give adequate
output for good mixer action in con-
junction with the 6L7.

It will be noticed that a separate
reaction coil is used in the oscillator
stage, instead of the more usual tapped
inductance. The use of a separate coil
enables adjustments to be made much
more easily and quickly than if taps
were taken out on the grid coil, as by
altering the spacing and the number of
turns of the reaction coil, the degree of
reaction used can be critically adjusted.

Band -Spread and Coil Arrangements

It will be seen that plug-in coils are
used in the receiver. There is a two -fold
reason for this. First, it was con-
sidered that the difficulties of incor-
porating an efficient coil -switching
arrangement were too great for a
first attempt at superhet construction.
Secondly, the commercial coils avail-
able at the time required a 0005 or
00045 tiF condenser to ensure con-
tinuity of wave range. This size of
tuning condenser was considered far
too large for amateur work, and more
important still, an efficient band -

spreading arrangement could not be
incorporated.

The tapped coil method of band
spreading was finally decided upon as
by this means each amateur band can
be given any amount of spreading that
is deemed desirable. The actual wind-
ing and construction of the coils will be
dealt with later.

Bearing in mind the difficulty of
locating and replacing 4 -pin valve -
based coils in a confined space such as
a screening box, octal based coils were
used. Each coil carries its own trimmer,
mounted on top of the former as
described later, and in the case of the
oscillator coils a fixed " padder " is
incorporated inside the former.

The IF Stages

Two 465 kc IF stages are utilised ;
1,600 kc stages were considered, but
at the time the receiver was constructed
the necessary IF transformers of this
frequency were not readily obtainable.
In any case, the lower IF frequency
enhances the selectivity and gain of the
receiver, the only drawback being that
the image is brought nearer to the
desired signal than would be the case
if an intermediate frequency of 1,600 kc
was used.

No crystal filter or regeneration was
employed in the IF stages, as apart
from the impossibility of obtaining the
necessary components for a crystal
filter, it was not felt desirable to add
complications to a first attempt at
superhet construction. These features
can be added at a later date, if desired,
when some experience has been gained
in the construction and operation of
this type of Rx.

The two 6K7's used give adequate
amplification, and a further IF stage,
besides increasing background noise,
would increase the difficulties of
stabilising the set unless extreme care
was taken. It is preferable to employ
the best IF transformers available as
cheap transformers greatly increase
the risk of frequency drift and subse-
quent loss of amplification.

The choice of IF valves used will
not affect the signal-to-noise ratio to
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any degree, as this is mainly deter-
mined by the preceding mixer and RF
amplifier. As mentioned previously,
6K7's were used irr the original set
purely because they were easy to
obtain, but as long as valves of fairly
high mutual conductance are employed
the actual choice of valves is a wide one.

2nd Detector
A type 6Q7G double -diode triode

was used as combined 2nd detector
and audio amplifier, it being from this
stage that the necessary voltage for
AVC operation is drawn. The circuit
is quite conventional, one diode being
used for signal rectification or detec-
tion and the other for AVC rectifica-
tion. It is of no consequence which
diode is used for AVC, and which for
detection. Delayed AVC is used, as
otherwise the AVC effect would com-
mence to operate on the weakest sig-
nals, where the full amplification
available is necessary.

The working of the AVC can be
explained as follows : The AVC diode
is fed from the detector diode through
the 100 ,upF condenser C34 ; the
resulting RF current corresponding to
the incoming carrier is rectified by the
AVC diode, and the resulting voltage
developed across the diode load re-
sistance R17 is applied in the form of
negative bias to the grids of VI, V3
and V4 via the filtering resistances R18,
RI1, R8 and Rl. The condensers C10,
CI8 and C26 constitute the necessary
earth return for the various inductances.
The AVC diode has a negative bias
equal to the DC voltage drop across
the 6Q7 cathode resistor R16. Until
a signal of sufficient strength to neu-
tralise the small negative voltage on
the AVC diode is received it will be
apparent that the AVC will not func-
tion. We thus have the condition
known as " delayed " AVC, with the
consequent advantages outlined above.

Audio voltage developed across the
signal diode is tapped off at the junc-
tion of R14 and R15, and is applied via
coupling condenser C32 to the grid of
the 6Q7, the triode section of which
functions as an ordinary triode LF
amplifier. R19 forms the grid leak for

V5, and is also the LF volume control.
A 6F6 pentode gives sufficient volume

to operate a moving -coil speaker, and
a headphone jack is wired in the anode
circuit of this valve in such a way that
when the 'phones are plugged in, the
secondary of the speaker transformer,
which is incorporated in the receiver,
is cut out, thus automatically silencing
the speaker.

It is a matter of choice whether the
'phones are placed in the anode circuit
of V6 or V5 ; the latter position would
possibly suit some people as giving a
lower audio output into the 'phones,
and would have the additional advan-
tage that plugging in the 'phones with-
out turning down the LF volume con-
trol would not result in shattered
eardrums if the set happened to be
tuned to a powerful signal. The writer
uses the set mainly with 'phones, and
prefers to have plenty of audio gain in
hand !

Construction
The set is built on an aluminium

chassis with an aluminium panel I in.
thick. The panel measures 21 in. x 9 in.
x in., and the chassis is made from a
flat sheet of aluminium 19 in. x 15 in.
x in., a flange 2-1 in. deep being
bent down to form the front and rear
of the chassis. Whilst the ends were
left open in the original model, it would
perhaps be preferable to bolt additional
flanges across them to ensure complete
rigidity, especially if a thin gauge of
metal is used. However, when the set
was assembled in a wooden cabinet
and screwed into place, the whole
assembly proved very strong, and no
trouble was experienced due to lack of
rigidity. Nowadays, at a reasonable
cost, panels and chassis can be obtained
made up to the builder's dimensions,
thus eliminating the bending of a large
sheet of metal.

The actual bending can, however,
be completed very easily if two strong
wooden battens, with a cross-section
of 2 in. x 1 in. and several inches longer
than the metal chassis, are bolted on
either side of the sheet, with one side
of the wood lined up along the line
where the actual bend is to be made.
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Underneath the chassis. The two -gang condenser is for band-spiead, Cl, C4, in Fig. I. The wiring plan is
discussed in the text.

The bending is then carried out by
hammering gently along the flange
until a right-angle bend is made. If
done carefully the operation will result
in a perfectly straight flange.

It is recommended that before the
chassis is made, all components such
as the ganged condenser, valve holders
and IF transformers be placed on it in
the positions shown in the photograph,
and their mounting holes clearly
marked. The centres of all valve holder
holes, component mounting holes, and
holes for the lower panel controls, such
as switches, variable resistors and con-
densers, should then be centre punched.
The position of the controls which will
be mounted on the front chassis flange,
and which will also pass through the
lower portion of the front panel, must
also be marked and centre -punched at
this stage.

The holes for the valve -holders can
be cut out with either a tank cutter used
in a carpenter's brace, or with the
special punching tool which is now ob-
tainable, and all mounting holes drilled
and cleaned of burrs. The holes for the
panel controls can be drilled out with
a in. or in. twist drill, according to

the size of the fixing bolts, a j in. pilot
hole being made first in each case to
prevent the larger drill drifting off
centre.

The rectangular hole for the mains
transformer was first marked out, and
a j in. hole drilled at each corner, the
metal then being cut out with a key-
hole saw. If such a saw is not available
a clean job can be made by using a cold
chisel, whilst supporting the chassis on
a solid bench. All valve -holder and
transformer holes are finally cleaned
up with a file.

The coil screens were made up in the
form of a rectangular aluminium box
measuring 9 in. x 4} in. x 4 in., two
partitions being inserted 3 in. from
either end to separate the coils. In this
case all measurements were carefully
marked on the aluminium sheet, as
were the positions of all fixing bolts,
and provision was made for narrow
flanges on each side of the base of the
box so that the whole assembly could
be bolted to the chassis. The screening
partitions were fixed in position inside
the box by similar small flanges, 6BA
nuts and bolts being used throughout
to hold the box together. A lid was
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made to fit over the box, in. holes
being drilled so that the necessary
trimming adjustments could be made
when the coils were plugged in.

Great care is necessary in fixing the
3 -ganged condenser in position, if a
smooth and friction -free tuning control
is to be obtained. The condenser
should be placed in position along the
centre line of the chassis, ensuring
first that the line is at a perfect right
angle to the chassis edge, with the
condenser spindle placed accurately
over the centre line. The mounting
holes for the condenser are then marked
out and drilled, as also are the in.
holes through which the connections
to the stators are passed.

After all drilling and bending of the
chassis is completed, the panel is fixed
temporarily in position by means of
4BA round -headed bolts and nuts. -
The position of the mounting hole for
the main tuning condenser dial is then
very carefully marked on the rear of the
panel.

The panel, still bolted to the chassis,
is laid face downwards, care being
taken not to scratch the surface, and
the positions of the component fixing
holes on the front flange of the chassis
are carefully marked and centre -
punched on the back of the panel. The
panel can then be separated from the
chassis, and after marking out the
position of the holes for the above -
chassis panel mounted components-
such as oscillator band -spread con-
denser and dial, BFO condenser, dial
light and so on-drilling of the panel
can be commenced.

Panel Finish
After completion of the panel drilling

it would be as well to consider the type
of finish required for the front of the
panel, before fixing the components.
The high polish of aluminium is very
susceptible to finger marks, and the
writer found that an excellent matt
finish could be obtained by rubbing all
over the surface with a small ball of
fine steel wool. Rub in a series of small
circles commencing at one corner of
the panel and, work in parallel lines
until _the diagonally opposite corner is

reached. If carefully done a most at-
tractive finish can be obtained in this
way. Worn glass paper or sand paper
can be used instead of the steel wool,
with very similar results.

A metal screen 10 in. x 2 in. is bolted
to the under side of the chassis, 4 in.
from the left hand edge (near under-
neath view), to screen the power supply
components from the rest of the chassis.

A bakelite soldering tag strip, bolted
on to this screen, serves to bring out the
power supply connections to the rest
of the set. The rear edge of the chassis
carries a further bakelite strip on which
are mounted two aerial sockets and one
earth socket, and a miniature type

,jack for the loud speaker.

Band -Spread Condenser Pack
The band spreading condensers used

in conjunction with the tapped grid
coils are 50µµF Eddystones. The aerial
and mixer band -spreaders are- ganged
and placed beneath the chassis, the
oscillator condenser being fixed on the
front panel to the right of the main
tuning dial. This somewhat unusual
arrangement was arrived at in an -en-
deavour to obtain more accurate
tracking over each amateur band, but
if the components are slightly re-
arranged there is no reason why all
three band -spreading condensers should
not be ganged, and an extra control
knob thus eliminated, as the mixer and
aerial tuning is comparatively broad as
compared with the oscillator tuning,
and no difficulties should be experi-
enced in obtaining good tracking if the
coils are accurately matched. The
original arrangement does, however,
give some slight leeway in fixing the
position of the band -spread tap on the
mixer and aerial coils, and in use it is
possible to tune in a signal on the band -
spread dial, and then to peak it up on
the lower mixer/aerial condenser
control.

The two ganged condensers are
supported on aluminium brackets and
coupled together by means of a brass
coupler, a flexible coupler being used
between the control spindle and the
two ganged condensers. Here, again,
every care should be taken to ensure
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Sketch of the dial bezel, or escutcheon; used by G6FW when adapting his Muirhead drive for a carbrated

scale.

friction free movement of the ganged
condensers, and it is recommended
that the holes for the fixing brackets be
drilled after arranging the ganged
condensers and extension spindle in
their final positions. By making the
bracket hole slightly larger than is
necessary any slight error can easily be
remedied by adjusting the fixing nuts
of each condenser when the assembly
is bolted into place on the chassis.

In the original model a Muirhead
precision dial was employed and the
slow-motion head fixed directly on the
condenser spindle, no extension spindle
or flexible connection being used. It
will be readily apparent that if the dial
is to work smoothly, the condenser
spindle must be at a perfect right angle
to the panel, and great care should be
taken with this point. The mounting
hole for the slow-motion head should
be made slightly larger than necessary
so that any slight unavoidable error in
centering the spindle can be taken up
when fixing the dial in position.

As direct calibration of the tuning
dial was desired the Muirhead dial was

adapted to the form of the familiar
National ACN dial. A separate dia-
gram gives the constructional details
and dimensions of the dial, the metal
frame of which is cut from a sheet of

in. aluminium, being enamelled
glossy black after all holes had been
drilled. The dial pointer was made
from a paper clip straightened out and
hammered flat to give a " knife-edge,"
the stiff flat wire thus obtained being
carefully filed, glass -papered and cut
to size. The original circular metal
scale was removed by unscrewing the
three fixing bolts, and a soldering tag
was bolted into position on the brass
boss, one of the original fixing holes of
the metal dial scale being utilised. The
wire pointer was then carefully sold-
ered to the tag. The metal frame of the
dial, with the calibration card beneath
it, was then placed on the front of the
panel and carefully centred. The posi-
tions of the fixing holes were then
marked, using the dial frame as a tem-
plate, the holes being drilled and tapped
6BA.
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BFO Unit
The BFO coil, associate fixed con-

denser, grid condenser and resistance
are housed in an aluminium can 2 in.
in diameter and 3 in. high. The coil
itself (L7 in Fig. 1) consists of 150
turns of No. 30 DSC, wound on a 1 in.
diameter paxolin former, centre tapped.
A 0002 µF fixed mica condenser,
supported inside the coil former, is
connected across the winding, and a
.0001 µF trimmer, the control screw of
which is manipulated through a hole in
the top of the can, is connected in
parallel. A two -plate variable, fixed to
the panel of the receiver, is also pro-
vided in parallel with the aforemen-
tioned condensers to enable fine con-
trol of the BFO frequency to be
obtained. The connections to the panel
variable are made by means of a piece
of screened wire, the screening of which
is connected at one end to the " earthy"
side of the coil and condensers, and to
the screening can, and at the other end
to the rotor of the panel variable. The
screened wire connects the grid end of
the coil to the stator of the panel
variable.

The grid and cathode leads are
brought out underneath the screening
can to the 6C5 oscillator. These leads

are also screened and the screening
earthed to avoid any possibility of
external pick-up of the beat frequency
oscillators.

As very little coupling is needed
between the BFO and V5, a screened
lead is taken from the grid of V7, 1 in.
of the free end being left unscreened.
Around the free end is wound five
turns of insulated wire, which is con-
nected to the diode lead of V5. The
actual BFO voltage injected into V5
can thus be easily, varied by increasing
or decreasing the number of turns
wrapped around the oscillator grid
lead. The number of turns given will,
however, prove correct, if all circuit
values are adhered to.

The whole BFO unit should be con-
structed before the set is wired, and
can be tested for frequency in a
separate oscillator, if desired.

If possible, a metal 6C5 should be
used in the V7 position, and the shell
earthed, this valve being placed as
close as possible to the BFO coil unit,
to ensure short leads.

At this stage the panel should be
bolted to the chassis, and all components
mounted on both chassis and panel,
after which wiring can be commenced.

(To he concluded next month)

MACMILLAN'S BOWDOIN-KLPO
Between the beginning of July and the

end of August, Commander D. B.
Macmillan, of American Arctic explora-
tion fame, did a trip in his motor -schooner
Bowdoin into the lonely wastes of North-
Eastern Canada, to renew contact with the
Esquimaux and missionary stations in
those parts. As in pre-war days, an
American amateur joined as ship's
operator, and schedules with various
W's and VE's were arranged to handle
traffic.

On this occasion, W1KKS was the
operator and KLPO-on frequencies
12480, 8250 and 4150 kc, near enough
to the 14, 7 and 3.5 me amateur bands to
attract attention-was the call -sign.

The voyage was curtailed due to ice
conditions and as far as we know only the
American and Canadian amateur stations
on the schedules made contact with the
Expedition. It is to be hoped that next
year's trip will be notified in good time
for G's to have an opportunity of working
the Bowdoin, as several did before the war.

When operating break-in, single -
channel, use "BKS" as the procedure
signal. If this is sent while calling,
other operators will know that the
station concerned can not only work
break-in, but is listening on his own
frequency for replies.

The Short Wave Magazine covers the whole field of Amateur Radio
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More About the Franklin
Further Notes on a VF'O Capable of CC Stability

By J. HUM (G5UM)

Many amateurs have commented-
and it is fair to say that almost without
exception the comments were enthusiastic
-upon the article "Franklin for VFO"
in the July issue of the Short Wave
Magazine. Indeed, within three weeks
of its appearance all four 1.7 mc stations
in one town were using identical Franklin
rigs ! This, however, is no excuse for
sitting back and feeling smug about it.
Inevitably, there have been a number of
queries both over the air and in the
course of conversation. It is proposed,
therefore, briefly to amplify one or two
detail points.

The Buffer Amplifier Stage
Everyone seems to manage to make the

Franklin oscillator work. However, a
number complained that insufficient drive
can be obtained from it. In every such
case it was ascertained that constructors
had not adhered to the advice given in the
July article about the correct use of a
buffer amplifier. Some were attempting
to use the Franklin with no buffer ampli-
fier at all-with obvious lack of success.
since the Franklin gives little more output
than the local oscillator of the ordinary
superheterodyne. Others were adhering
to the screen -grid type of buffer amplifier
advocated in many earlier designs.

It cannot be too strongly emphasised
that the buffer amplifier must possess
adequate power handling capabilities-
and that is just what the small screen
grid type of amplifier does not possess.
It will be remembered from the July
article that the advice was to feed the
output of the Franklin into the grid of a
crystal -oscillator type of valve ; in the
writer's case a 6V6G is used as the CO
and has in its grid circuit a 7 -position
switch with crystals on six of the points
and the Franklin output on the seventh.
An 807 final amplifier follows the 6V6G
and can be driven to the full 10 watts
input by crystal or VFO at will.

Condenser Values
One constructor informed the writer

that he could get nothing but rude -
sounding AC notes all round the scale

when he tried out the Franklin. The
trouble here was soon pinned down to
nothing worse than too low a value of
capacity in the oscillator grid circuit.
The original article pointed out the
importance of high -C in that position.

While writing of condenser values it
may be of interest to state that one user
tried out a coupling condenser of as high
a value as 001 µF, in spite of the writer's
cautious advocacy of nothing larger than
0001 µF. And it worked ! In fact, it
drove a small pentode following stage to
six watts input-which goes to show the
importance of trying things out for
oneself and not sticking too closely to
the book.
Calibration

Readers were warned of the importance
of having a crystal about the place if they
decide to "go VFO," for accurate cali-
bration of any drive -oscillator is of the
utmost importance. Licensed amateurs
should re -read their permits, where they
will see that if they do not use direct
crystal control they must be able to
measure their frequencies to 0.1 of 1 per
cent. This means that a Franklin used at
2 mc must be adjusted within 2 kc. The
use of a Muirhead or similar type scale
permits this to be done with the greatest
of ease. The writer has surprised a
number of crystal -controlled stations by
telling them their crystal frequencies to
close accuracy. Every user of a variable
frequency oscillator should be able to do
the same. In fact, such users should be
able to work within a kilocycle or two of
the edge of the band without receiving a
"pinkie" from the Post Office.
Crystal Control with a Franklin

Finally, writing of crystal -controlled
stations reminds one to state that a
Franklin oscillator can be used as a
crystal oscillator if so desired. Its grid
coil and associated capacity are removed
and a crystal connected across grid -to -
earth in its place.

In a permanent design this facility
could be simply furnished by a switch
that "lifts" coil and condenser off chassis
and connects in the crystal holder in their
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Franklin oscillator circuit using the Osram Z62 or Mazda SP4l television pentodes. Constants for Cl, C2, L,should be chosen for the band used (3.5 or 1.7 mc) and with 120 volts on the plates of these valves, 48 voltspeak drive can be obtained to the grid of the buffer amplifier. This circuit lends itself to experimental work
for producing a stable VFO on the higher frequency bands.

place (the top end of coil, condenser and
crystal holder of course remaining per-
manently connected to grid).

This characteristic of the Franklin
oscillator to "fire" at the frequency
presented to its grid can be turned to
many other uses too long to discuss now.
Apart from inserting coils and condensers
or crystals into its grid, it will do interesting
things with various values of R and C.
A Reader's Circuit

(Editorial Note.-Arising from the
original article, K. W. Cranfield makes
the comments following.)

In regard to the use of high -slope
television pentodes, the short -based Z62
and the SP41 have given very satisfactory
results in this type of oscillator when
operated as tetrodes. The circuit employed
is given herewith. When using 120 volts
HT and a coupling capacity of 14 µµF,
48 volts peak drive has been obtained.

A Franklin on 3.5 mc was fed into a
tuned buffer via a variable capacity with
a minimum value of 1µµF and a maxi-
mum of 14 pi4F. The buffer tank was then
swung through resonance and the change
in frequency of the oscillator measured for
varying degrees of coupling capacity.
With 1µµF, the frequency change was
400 cps and at 12.5 ppE it was 2,200 cps.

This change of frequency with coupling
was found to follow almost a linear law.

Therefore, it is advisable to add a buffer
stage if one desires stability equal to
crystal control. The Franklin is quite
capable of providing this if it is con-
structed on sound mechanical principles
with link coupling to the buffer-
though this is usually more a matter of
convenience than necessity.

As to the amount of drive that can be
obtained, this was found to obey an
exponential law. The rate of increase of
the drive voltage falls off as the coupling
capacity is increased, thus : At minimum
coupling, the drive was 9.8 volts peak,
rising to 27 volts at 4µµF and 48 volts
at 13 /4/F.

Table of Values
CI 25 I.LµF.
C2 250 ILI/F.
C3 1-14 pi.A.F.
C4, C5, 0C11, C12 1 I F.it
C6, C7 .05 1.1F.
C8 .0003 /IF.
C9, C10 3µµF.
RI, RIO 50,000 ohms.
R2, R8 1,000 ohms.
R3, R5, } 10,000 ohms.R6, R9
R4, R7 150 ohms.
L Coil for band required.

Valves, Z62 or SP41.
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A 7114 mc Transmitter
Further Notes on the July Article

MAGAZINE CONSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

On pp. 312-313 of the July issue of
the Magazine, the circuit and some pre-
liminary details were given of a simple
transmitter for the 7 and 14 mc bands.
It has been intended to follow with the
constructional data in August, but having
started work on the prototype, we had a
few more ideas, which are incorporated
in the model illustrated here.

Broadly, the circuit is still tritet-CO-
PA, with a 5B/250A driving a 4052A, but
with certain refinements.

The drive oscillator can be switched
from straight CO(7 mc) to tritet(14 mc)
and there is a choice of two switched
crystal frequencies in each band-one in
the CW and the other in the 'phone area.
Moreover, the CO tank coil is tapped and,
by means of a padder condenser, the
switching makes the change -over from
7 to 14 mc without it being necessary to
plug in another CO coil, change a crystal
or touch the tuning on the drive side.

Grid -block keying of the CO is used,
and with 120 negatives bias under key -up
conditions, a clean sharp note is obtainable.
General Description

Looking at the heading photograph, the
flock of four Brookes 7 mc crystals give

the various drive frequencies. Behind them
is the 5B/250A oscillator and between the
meter and the crystal assembly is the CO
tank coil.

Along the bottom sub -panel are, left
to right, the frequency selector switch, the
CO tank padder condenser and the CO
tank main tuning capacity.

On the same line are the jacks for keying,
CO screen, CO plate, PA grid, PA plate
and PA suppressor grid modulation. The
meter reads 0-50 mA in both CO and the
PA grid jacks, but is shunted to give
0-150 mA (x 3) when plugged into the
PA plate jack; this is accomplished quite
simply by a low -value resistor across the
jack points, arrived at by "cut -and -try."

The large condenser on the right above
the chassis is of course the PA tank
tuning capacity and behind is the PA tank
coil.

The 4052A is mounted horizontally
along the rear edge of the chassis, which
is 17 in. by 10 in. by 3 in. deep. This
allows for placing all the tuning capacities
except the output tank condenser in the
sub-space-see under -chassis view.

The other over -chassis photograph
shows, at the back of the CO, the cathode
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coil and the knob of its associated tuning
condenser (once set, left alone, irrespective
of the frequency or band upon which the
transmitter is operating). The variable
CO -PA coupling condenser (C in the
original circuit) is controlled by the round
knob nearer the CO tank coil.
Over -Chassis Wiring

The 4052A filament leads, the meter
leads, and the HT feed lead to the PA
are taken down 'through the small sib
insulators on which these items are
respectively mounted. Thus, the only
leads visible above the chassis are CO and
PA plate connections, the grid, screen
and suppressor leads to the PA, and the
very short thick wires joining the 4052A
tank coil assembly to the main tuning
condenser. All of which helps to give the
transmitter an unusually clean finish.
The Sub -Space

The under -chassis view shows the wiring
and the placing of all the other com-
ponents. A chassis with what we think
is the more sensible 3 in. sub -space has

many advantages for the form of construc-
tion shown here.

Because it is deep enough to accommo-
date all the low -power tuning condensers,
they can be placed so that the RF wiring
can be kept as short and direct as possible,
without it having to dive up and down
through holes in the chassis. The RF
section should be wired with short direct
leads as the only objective. All other
wiring can be run as fancy and circum-
stances dictate.

In other words, the job could be made
to look much neater underneath, but this
would involve longer RF leads, with
right-angle bends in the interests of
appearance, and the result would almost
certainly be poor performance. Such
wiring must be avoided on the RF side.

The only other constructional points
to note are that all power supplies are
brought in through a Bulgin 10 -way
socket on the rear sub -panel, and mica
by-pass condensers are used throughout.

The change -over switch is a two -gang
Yaxley type, with insulated rotor and wide

The arrangements underneath. Placing of the parts is such as to ensure the shortest possible RF wiring.
All supply leads, and the PA filament centre -tap, are brought in at the 10 -way socket on the rear sub -panel.
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Another view, showing the mounting of the parts above the chassis. Note that the 0-50 mA meter, shunted at
the Jack in the PA position to read 0-150 mA, is on stand-offs, down through which its leads are taken

rotor blades for connecting adjacent pairs
of contacts. A switch of this kind can be
arranged to give a considerable variety
of motions.
Performance

The transmitter is photographed as set
up for 7 mc. With the grid coupling
condenser at half -mesh, the drive oscil-
lator will put 10 mA into the grid of the
4052A with the selector switch at any of
the four frequency settings; that is,
whether the CO is working straight on
7 mc or in tritet on 14 mc.

This is more than enough. to push the
4052A to 100 watts input on CW with
1,000 volts on the plate. With efficiencies
around 70 per cent.-which should be
obtainable with proper loading and about
8 mA drive-this means 70-75 watts of
RF power output.

Under average conditions and allowing
for all reasonable inefficiencies and losses
in the aerial matching network, a two -
valve transmitter built on the lines given
here should put at least 60 watts into the
aerial on both bands.

McELROY-ADAMS HALLICRAFTERS EQUIPMENT
The British -built Hallicrafters S-40, an

8 -valve superhet covering the range 540 kc
to 43 mc in four switched bands, will
become available for distribution about
the end of this month. It is provisionally
priced at £28, inclusive of tax, and incor-
porates electrical band -spread, noise -
limiter, built-in speaker, BFO and other
communications receiver refinements, but
no crystal -gate. Mullard valves are used
throughout.

On the transmitter side, McElroy -
Adams will have their H.T.9 ready about

the same time. This is a five -band
CW/'Phone transmitter, with incorporated
power supply and band -switching. Built
in a table -mounting cabinet, it is complete
and ready to go on the air with the
addition only of power line, aerial, earth
and microphone. The provisional price of
the H.T.9 is £80, including all 15 valves,
and a set of coils with crystal for any one
band to order.

We expect to be publishing extended
test reports on these attractive equipments
in early issues.
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VFO-Controlled Remote Transmitter
Tuning

System giving Remote Operation with VFO Control
and BKS Working

By Lieut. W. A. MURRAY, R.N.

(Our contributor suggests an extremely ingenious and quite practicable method of
electrical remote control which offers considerable scope for exneriment. Certain
established mechano-electrical remote -controlling ,systems-such as the Auto-Syn
device, and control by distant tuning motors-achieve the same end. The particular
advantage of the system put forward here is that the VFO itself can be kept at the

remote operating position.-Ed.)

THE two factors which simplify
operating, particularly for DX
work, are break-in keying and

VFO transmitter frequency control to
allow single -channel working. Since,
to be satisfactory, break-in almost
necessitates the use of separate aerials
for transmitting and receiving, and
hence physical separation of the trans-
mitter from the operating position, it
seems that the full benefit of break-in
with VFO control as well is difficult
unless the transmitter can be remotely
tuned with accuracy.* The object,
then, is to make it possible for the
operator to tune a shielded VFO at his
operating position and for his remotely
switched and keyed transmitter-say,
in the garden shed-to follow up and
tune itself to the VFO signal auto-
matically.

Suggested Method
The block control diagram for such

a system is shown in Fig. 1. The VFO
gives its output at the operating fre-
quency (the necessary doubling being
done in the VFO itself at very low
power), the final valve of the VFO
being in the 6V6 class, operated under
Class -A conditions. Output is taken
via 75 -ohm cable to the input of the
transmitter, where the line is termi-
nated with two 150 -ohm carbon
resistances in parallel ; one side of the
line is connected to transmitter earth

and the other to the grid of the buffer
valve via a blocking condenser. A 6V6
in the VFO will give ample excitation
to drive an 807 buffer in this manner-
the plate circuit of the 6V6 must be a
self -resonant coil with the line tapped
directly from its earthy end in order to
avoid having to neutralise the 807, the
object being to keep the grid clear of
tuned circuits.

The buffer is link -coupled to the
power amplifier, which can be of any
type. The buffer anode tank is ganged
with the PA grid and anode tanks and
also with a tuned circuit using identical
L/C values in the discriminator unit,
which is built on the rear of the trans-
mitter chassis. The circuit of the
discriminator is shown in Fig. 2. It is
patterned after a design by Foster and
Seeley which is used in some commer-
cial broadcast receivers to correct for
oscillator frequency drift.

The Discriminator
Its action relies on the phase -

differences between loosely -coupled
primary (L1/C1, the buffer tank) and
secondary (L2/C2) tuned circuits,
which is 90 degrees when the resonant
frequency is applied but varies between
45 and 135 degrees when the applied

( This is not strictly true. But what is not pos-
sible without some such system as is described here is
remote operation with VFO control. It is a difference
in emphasis which does not affect the argument.
-Ed.)
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OPERATING POSITION I

Bl
AERIAL

4

.7- 7 TUNING CONTROL-

PA

CATHODE

CURRENT

FREQUENCY

MULTIPLIERS

MINIATURE DC MOTOR

MI

TRANSMITTER POSITION

Fig. 1. Block schematic diagram of the control system layout. The VFO drive, fed through a low -impedance
line, provides the tuning control through the action of the discriminator and bridge amplifier this in turn operates
the tuning motor MI, which drives the ganged transmitter controls. The "follow" is immediate and automatic
and is directly dependent upon the VFO setting. A remote reading PA milliammeter at the operating position
checks the functioning of the system, and the second tuning motor M2 is independently controlled by means

of the bridge balance BI for adjustment of the output tuning.

frequency is varied from side to side.
The potentials at the ends of the
secondary circuit L2/C2 are 180 degrees
out of phase with each other as seen
from the centre -tap. Thus, if the
centre -tap is capacity -coupled via C4 to
the "hot" end of the primary, the RF
potentials at either end of the secondary
will be equal with respect to earth over
each half -cycle when the resonant fre-
quency is applied, and the voltages
developed across the diode load resist-
ances, being equal and opposite, will
cancel each other out. (The diode DC

return is via the filter RFC/C5, which
has no other function.)

However, if the applied frequency is
above or below resonance a higher
voltage will be developed across R1
than across R2 or vice -versa, because
due to the phase -shift one diode is
conductive over a longer period during
the cycle than the other. This results
in an output voltage positive or
negative to earth potential, or equal to
it, being generated, depending on
whether the applied frequency is above,
below or at resonance.
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Motor Control
This generated voltage is passed on

directly to the grid of the amplifier,
which is used solely to provide power
(i.e., current with the voltage) sufficient
to run a small DC motor. In Fig. 3 a
6L6 is shown, and this can be coaxed
into passing 80 mA or so over short
periods. If the motor armature re-
quires more current any number of
6L6's can be parallelled to increase the
current. The action of the circuit is on
the bridge principle. RI and R2 are
equal, and R3 is equal to the DC
resistance of the valve(s) at the opera-
ting conditions of VP -250V, VSC-
200V, VG -15V negative. Bias is
obtained by running the whole circuit
at 15 volts positive to earth ; no g -id
cui rent is taken by the 6L6, and the
bias source must be absolutely con-
stant for the circuit to operate. When
the signal voltage is positive or negative
to earth the 6L6 will pass a greater or
less current (because its bias is effec-
tively 15 volts plus or minus the signal
voltage) thus unbalancing the bridge
and causing current to pass through the
motor armature.

The zero balancing is trimmed by R4
which with R5 and R6 forms a poten-
tiometer across the 500 -volt supply and

LINK TO PA GRID TANK

controls the screen voltage (and hence
the conductivity) of the 6L6. The HT
supply is made 500 volts so that the
bridge can be working at best effi-
ciency, the motor being about half-
way up the R2 -R3 and R1 -6L6
potentiometers, with a standing 250
volts across the 6L6. Since the voltage
will increase considerably when the
circuit is operating no greater standing
voltage can be allowed here to keep a
reasonable safety margin under the
valve dissipation. The "harshness" of
the control can be adjusted by changing
the motor field current. Note that the
armature of the motor is some 260
volts above earth.

Thus, when the VFO signal is
shifted in frequency, it passes straight
through the buffer without tuning and
sets up an unbalance in the discrimi-
nator -buffer -tank circuit. This pro-
duces a voltage across the diode loads
which controls the 6L6 grid, unbal-
ancing the bridge. The unbalance in
the bridge circuit drives the motor,
which is connected to the ganged
tuning control and continues to tune
the transmitter until the unbalance is
removed. This happens when the
buffer and discriminator circuits are
again resonant to the applied frequency.

OUTPUT TO
BRIDGE

AMPLIFIER

Fig. 2. The discriminator circuit. A change of phase in C2ILI relative to C2/L2, produced by a change in
frequency of the VFO at the operating position, causes an unbalance in the 6H6 diodes. The output from the
6116 is fed to the bridge amplifier (Fig. 3), which actuates the tuning motor MI. Since Cl is ganged with the
other motor -controlled Tx tuning circuits, it is pulled round until again in resonance with the VFO at the new
frequency. When diode balance is thus once more restored, the action ceases ; this stops the tuning motor,

with all Tx circuits in tune at the new frequency.
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Circuit Tracking
Tracking is best done by trimmers

and moving inductive loops on the
buffer and discriminator tanks, taking
the PA tank as standard. Fixed bias
should be used for safety on the PA
while the buffer is out of tune and
supplying no excitation.

The PA cathode current is run on
a large core cable to the PA meter at
the operating position, where it serves
as a check that the tuning gear is
operating correctly. Its other function
is to assist in tuning the aerial circuit,
which cannot be ganged to the trans-
mitter satisfactorily. It is tuned for
maximum PA current by a small motor
of its own, controlled from the op:ra-
ting position.

FIXED BIAS
- T -Isv
_ -

Fig. 3. The bridge amplifier. The input from the
6H6 (Fig. 2) varies the plate current of the 6L6
either "positive" or "negative" in the manner
explained in the text ; this operates the miniature
DC tuning motor, driving the tuned circuits, in either
the clockwise or anti -clockwise direction. The
direction and degree of tune are directly determined
by the VFO setting with respect to the frequency on

which the transmitter was first set up.

Getting A Good Earth
It is Important

Commonly, those starting operations on
the top band employ their HF aerial
system "against ground." Lack of success
in the subsequent attempts to raise DX on
1 7 me can frequently be attributed to the
fact that the "ground" is ground in name
only and certainly not in effect.

In other words, the earth connection is
far more important than many short wave
enthusiasts might think. Elementary books
on radio advise the use of a cold -water
pipe as a suitable earth connection.
Certainly it will do if it goes straight down
to ground and is not covered with oxide,
paint, concrete, plaster, or any other coat-
ing that prevents a good contact with the
soil.

Unless these desiderata can be obtained
it is preferable to construct a proper earth
connection as close to the radio room as
possible, even if this means digging up
part of the garden lawn, as it so frequently
does. To say that a large hole should be
dug and filled with tin cans sounds rather
like the stage comedian's description of
"How to build a wireless set"-but it
happens to be perfectly true.

One amateur we know collected baby
food tins for a month, soldered them all
together and buried them with their open-
ings uppermost, so that they collected rain
water and remained always in an extremely
conductive state. Two such earths were
constructed 6 ft. apart, and the con-
nection from each taken separately to the
apparatus.

The use of two connections "in parallel"
as described gave a worth -while improve-
ment in transmitter output against the use
of one only.

If in this day and age writing of earth
connections may sound elementary, one
may conclude by pointing out that the
BBC go to immense pains when construct-
ing their transmitting stations to ensure
that a large and adequate earth is always
laid down ; secondly, in radar practice
where a good natural earth is not available,
a horizontal wire network structure is
erected on stakes over a wide expanse of
field to provide the same effect.

The professionals' perspicacity in pro-
viding good earth connections is a lesson
for the amateurs.
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Discussing Eighty Metres
Splitting 3.5 mc for 'PhoneICW Operation

By AUSTIN FORSYTH, O.B.E. (G6FO)

Editor

THE return of the 80 -metre band
is, in some respects, one of the
most important of the recent

restorations in the amateur frequency
range. Our 3.5 mc band is unique in
that it gives-at the right time of day
and in due season-good conditions
for local G, European and semi -DX
working, all to quite a dependable
extent. It is an "easy" band technically,
and with conditions as they are at
present, 25 watts is sufficient power for
good results.

Potentialities of "80"
During daylight hours, much of

the Kingdom can be covered with
25 watts CW. In the early evening and
after dark, the Europeans are equally
easy to work, and in the early mornings
during the winter season, East Coast
W's are possible.

Many G stations are already achiev-
ing results along these lines, including
QSO's with the Americans. Even ZL
used sometimes to be worked in
pre-war days, but Antipodean contacts
are by no means easy and can be
regarded as real DX of the highest
order.

The purpose of this note is to lend
emphasis to these facts and to suggest
what is felt to be a rational approach
to 80 metres, in the interests of all
concerned.

Opinions
During recent sessions on 3.5 mc

(we spend a good deal of time simply
listening round on all amateur bands)
two points of view have been expressed
by several operators whose experience
entitles them to have their opinions
respected.

The first suggestion is that 80 metres
is a local 'phone band and should be
used as such, for which purpose it
certainly gives excellent results, as
already implied.

The other opinion is that the band
should not be divided into 'phone/CW
areas because the 'phone operators
outnumber the CW stations.

Both these opinions are based upon
faulty assumptions. In the first place,
any band which yields DX and distant
Europeans cannot fairly be described
as a "local 'phone band." Secondly,
the assertion that the relative balance
between the regular 'phone and CW
stations is in favour of the 'phones is
questionable at the moment, to say
the least, and will certainly be much
more so in the near future.

The fact surely is that 3.5 mc is
an ideal band for Class -A operators,
for the scope that it provides will keep
any one of them busy for quite twelve
months. By making the band habitable
for them, the pressure on 14 mc will to
a certain extent be relieved ; the latter
band is now nothing but a shambles
for all except those who can operate
during the quiet week -day periods.

Another factor is that too many
stations are using too much power on
3.5 mc. Though Class -B operators are
allowed 150 watts on 80 metres, it is
the first time in history that a blanket
authorisation of this kind has been
given for 3.5 mc ; the fact that so
much power is allowed does not
necessarily mean it is a good thing to
use it.

Splitting the Band
To come, then, to the point-the

firm suggestion is that the 3.5 mc band
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should be rationalised to the extent
that the 'phones take the HF section
3685-3800 kc, and the CW stations
operate in the LF area 3500-3635 kc.

It is also suggested that there should
be an unwritten rule that no G station
uses more than 50 watts, CW or 'phone.
This suggestion is made in all serious-
ness, in spite of the fact that many
people who may have read thus far will
have murmured "What a hope ! "

But 80 metres has always been a
relatively clean band, in that the licence
conditions were respected and opera-
tion has in general been up to a reason-
able standard.

Objections
There is no twist about these pro-

posals, which are made in what are
believed to be the interests of all users
of 3.5 mc. They are full of objections,
of course-no band -rationalising plan
can be free of criticism.

What about the Europeans ? And
the people who only have LF crystals
but want to work 'phone ? And what

operator
do some CW ? And why should the
'phones have less than half the avail-
able territory when it is well known
that a modulated transmission requires
more than five times the band -width of
a CW signal ? In view of all these
objections, surely it would be better to
use the band on a catch -as -catch -can
basis, free for all, with the best stations
getting the contacts ?

Counter -Argument
There may well be other objections

which have not been covered above.
But there are certainly answers to all
those made there : The European
'phones will soon follow suit, because
the G's outnumber the rest of Europe
put together ; anyway, the HB's are
already operating to the plan suggested.
As to the crystal difficulty, there are
two answers-it can hardly be accepted
that many 'phone operators would be
unable to provide themselves with
crystals for the section they want, and
anyhow, what about VFO control so
that operation can be in either section
of the band ?

THE AMATEUR BANDS
Following are the bands now open

for amateur operation :
1715-2000 kc 10 watts (A) and (B)
3500-3635 Ire 25 watts (A),
3685-3800 kc f 150 watts (B).
7150-7300 kc 25 watts (A), 150

watts (B)
14100-14300 kc 25 watts (A), 150

watts (B)
28000-30000 kc 25 watts (A), 150

watts (B)
58500-60000 kc 25 watts (A) and (B)

Note that the two sections of the 7
and 14 me bands allotted are not in
harmonic relation. Telephony opera-
tion should be confined to the areas
3685-3800, 7200-7300, 14200-14300,
and 28500-29500 leo. "A" licences are
all three -letter calls issued post-war,
and are for C W operation only; licensees
in this category are not normally
allowed the use of telephony and full
power till they have had twelve months'
experience. Class " B licensees are
holders of reissued pre-war two -letter
call signs, and are allowed the un-
restricted use of CW, MC W and 'Phone
with power as given above. In special
cases, some immediate "B" licences
are being issued to operators who
would normally only qualify for the

A" licence.

As to the relative band -widths of CW
and 'phone transmissions, the time has
now come for top -cut telephony and
more considerate 'phone operation on
all bands. There can no longer be great
respect for operators who strive for
deep control and high -quality telephony
for its own sake. Though a laudable
objective in one way, the truth is that
it is relatively easy to achieve and,
experimentally, all such work can be
done on a closed circuit. The objection
to well -modulated quality 'phone is
simply that it takes up far too much
room, owing to the wider side -bands
transmitted when the speech is really
as good as it can be. The aim should
surely be intelligible speech with the
narrowest possible band -width, using
voice -controlled carrier technique. This
is quite a different matter and does
involve a certain amount of clever-
ness-but not much.

One beautifully -modulated 3.5 mc
'phone, using 100 watts, will rub out
10-15 low -power CW stations. His
microphone manner will not prevent
his call -sign from being cursed up and
down the country.
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Consideration for Class -A's
The reason why the band should not

be used on a free-for-all basis is because
there must be more consideration for
the very large number of newly -
licensed operators who not only need
space in which to move but also are
compelled to get their wings on CW-
the "twelve months' probation" so
widely approved by pre-war full licence
holders-before they are allowed to
use 'phone at all.

To summarise, then, the proposals
-to which it is hoped that the majority
of experienced 3.5 mc operators will
agree, unless they have better argu-

ments of their own-are that the
80 -metre band should be used as
follows :

3,500-3,635 kc CW only
3,685-3,800 kc 'Phone only

Power Limit for Class -B stations,
50 watts-CW and 'Phone

A good deal of space has been taken
to discuss the ethics of 80 metres,
because it is felt that large issues are
involved, in that many of the arguments
are applicable to all bands.

Let us know what you think-we
should particularly like to have opinions
from Class -B men with current experi-
ence on 80 metres.

THE SHORT WAVE LISTENER
As announced last month, the first

issue of our new companion publication
The Short Wave Listener is to make an
entrance on October 17. Its 26 pp. of text
range over all SWL interests, with par-
ticular reference to DX reception on the
amateur bands.

Correspondence on DX doings will be
specially welcome as there will be ample
space to cover SWL activities in this
respect.

The Direct Subscription List for The
Short Wave Listener is filling up rapidly,
and copies will be posted to subscribers
on the third Thursday of each month,
commencing October 17. If you want it,
send 16s. to the Circulation Manager,
The Short Wave Listener, 49 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1. This will ensure
your having a copy by post every month
for a year.

* * *
EDDYSTONE'S MANUAL

Before the war, Messrs. Stratton pro-
duced a very useful publication, containing
a number of constructional designs to
which their components could be applied.

The latest edition is now available,
price 2s. 6d. It can be had of Eddystone
dealers, who are also supplied with the
new issue of the excellent Eddystone
catalogue, listing a wide range of Amateur
Radio parts and equipment.

MORE NEWS FROM CZECHO-
SLOVAKIA

The OK's are doing well with their
frequency allocations. They now have
1750-2000 kc and the whole of the 3.5, 7,
14, 28 and 56 mc bands. 3.5 mc is less
the usual European gap of 50 kc from
3635 kc, and it is true that in general CW
only is allowed. There is, however, a
special 'phone allocation in the range
3850-3900 kc, and from 56 mc upwards,
'phone and ICW are permitted on all the
UHF bands.

These are 112-118, 224-230, 408-420 mc
and useful areas between 2300 and 22000
mc ! There are three categories of
licence :

Class -A, 100 watts, with 'phone per-
mitted on 3850-3900 kc, 14150-14250 kc,
29.0-30.0 mc and 56-22000 mc.

Class -B, 50 watts CW on all bands, but
'phone on 3850-3900 kc and above 56 mc
only.

Class -C, five watts CW only, 1750-2000
kc, 3500-3635 kc and 56-22000 mc.

No Class -A tickets have yet been issued,
but all pre-war amateurs get Class -B
permits automatically. The Class -C licence
is for beginners and newcomers only, who
have to do six months' probation under
its restrictions before qualifying for
Class -B facilities.

Altogether, a fair, sensible and most
enlightened handling of the whole problem
of amateur licensing. The number of
permits now issued in Czecho-Slovakia is
about 200.
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THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Certificate of Merit

IT HAS BEEN DECIDED TO INTRODUCE WHAT WILL BE A
NEW AWARD IN THE WORLD OF AMATEUR RADIO-
THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.

It will be granted in respect of any contribution to the art of Amateur Radio which,
in our opinion, deserves special recognition. Awards will be made for outstanding
work, either reception or transmission, in the fields of Amateur Radio operating
and technique, for original contributions to the literature of Amateur Radio, and
in recognition of meritorious personal service to the cause of Amateur Radio.
Any award made will be quite irrespective of the affiliations of the recipient, who
may or may not be a reader of the Magazine or a member of this or that Amateur
Radio society or organisation.

Though covering the whole field of Amateur Radio in the widest possible sense,
the value of the Certificate of Merit as an award will be jealously preserved. It
will be granted only in exceptional circumstances, and awards will not be made
without the clearest proofs, where these may be required. The intention is not the
wholesale issue of a beautiful certificate, but the serious recognition of useful work
in some branch of Amateur Radio activity. While it is of course impossible to be
specific on the point at this stage, we do not expect to make more than about 20
awards in a year.

Thus, though the Certificate itself will be a fine example of the printer's art, its real
value will not be intrinsic but will lie in the achievement which gained it.
Certificates will carry endorsements outlining the reasons for the award, and will
be in two categories of equal status, Immediate and Non -Immediate. Immediate
awards will be made where the facts are sufficiently known to us as not to need
proofs, and Non -Immediate awards will be those for which proofs are requested.
Certain awards in the Immediate category will be made before the November issue,
in which they will be noted. For Non -Immediate awards (those for which proofs
are required because the circumstances may not be known to us) readers are asked
to put forward either their own claims or those of others thought to have a claim
for the granting of a Certificate of Merit. The facts of the case should be outlined
and if thought necessary the Editor will then call for the evidence he may want.
All awards of the Short Wave Magazine Certificate of Merit will be made at the
absolute discretion of the Editor, assisted as necessary by expert advice or
independent opinion and no award will be valid unless published in this Magazine.
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COMMENTARY
ON CALLS HEARD, WORKED & QSL'd

Greetings from the new conductor-
who hopes you will keep him supplied
with all the news about yourselves that
makes it possible to maintain the level of
interest month by month. It is pure chance
that the change of pilot happens to coin-
cide with the change of policy announced
last month ; please do not think that
there is any personal reason for making
this a feature for transmitters only-it was
all arranged by the management in view of
the intention to publish the Short Wave
Listener.

From now on, therefore, this is a
transmitters' feature, and so is the follow-
ing collection of Calls Heard. This month
we have made one departure from the
rule, and have published the log of a home
listener on 3.5 mc, just to show what can
be done-and notice that KA when you
come to it ! It is within our discretion to
make such departures where the circum-
stances are such that an SWL report
would be of direct interest to transmitters.

Talking of 3.5-poor old "eighty" !
It was obvious from the first that the new
band would be popular, but we didn't
quite see it becoming a replica of pre-war
"Sunday mornings on Forty." By day it
is full of open spaces (except on Sundays),
but after dark you can't scratch the dial
with a gramophone needle without hurting
someone. "DX" being a relative term,
we must not exclude 3.5 mc from this
feature, but as yet there are no DX reports
in.

Grouse -and -Grievance Dept.
The chief trouble all round continues

to be the amount of high-powered 'phone
occupying all parts of all bands. Even the
lowest edge of 28 mc is not immune from
it. We can't blame the Americans this
time-their 'phone bands are officially
regulated-but some of the D4's and XA's
on high power are getting beyond a joke,
and we have to admit that quite a lot of
G 'phones have been heard at the LF ends
of the bands.

Please be reasonable about this, and
please, we repeat, do not use 'phone on the
following frequencies : 3500-3635 ; 14100-
14150 ; 28000-28100 kc. G5UM (St.
Albans) considers that 1.7 mc also needs

By L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G64213)

cleaning up in this respect, and he suggests
that 'phones should keep to the 1900-
2000 kc area of the band. As we now have
the full range, however, it seems logical
to let the 'phones roam over 1800-2000 kc
and to try to preserve the LF part, 1715-
1800, for the CW man. Many "CW-only"
newcomers buy crystals at the LF end for
harmonic use, and then find it chock-full
of 'phones. They deserve a better break
than that. G5UM also reminds us that
the top edge, above the Loran frequency,
that is to say 1970-2000 kc, is a nice little
spot for 'phone work. The whole of
1900-2000 kc is underpopulated and Loran
does not worry it until after dark. 'UM
had two QS0s with OK in one evening
during August.

Quite a lot of commercials continue to
occupy the bands ; RAD still sits on about
28040, MCE merely changed his name
and became DHTA2, still occupying the
same place on about 14120, and three or
four others have joined him. WLGO has
been heard on all bands, including 1.7 mc !

There is one individual grouse in the
post about "junior ops, mainly feminine,
who flirt with D4's and XA's and occupy
a channel for forty minutes with meaning-
less chatter about everything but radio."
The writer says : "As an old-timer I
resent this spoiling of a good hobby."
So do we.

DX Century
That hardened old DX hound G2PL

(Wallington) has now topped the century
with 102 countries worked. G6BW
(Churchill, Som.) must be a good runner-
up, but we know of no one else anywhere
near the hundred mark. We should be
glad to hear of one or two, just to spur on
G2PL (in case he needs it). Most people,
in our opinion, spend far too much time
calling CQ and not enough listening for
new DX-but then they are not all search-
ing for new ones, we suppose. There is
little chance of obtaining QSL confirma-
tion of these large scores for a very long
time, unfortunately ; why is it that every-
one we know QSL's 100 per cent. and
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only receives about 30 per cent. back ? It
doesn't make sense, somehow. By the
way, G2PL sends in some nice DX QTH's,
which are included in the list elsewhere in
this feature. This method of presenting
them should be more helpful, but it means
that they will not be individually "credited"
to the folks who send them in. We are
none the less grateful, though, and please
do not stop writing !

28 mc DX
28 has been wide open for several long

periods during the month, and by "wide"
we mean wide. It has never really died on
us, of course, but there is a vast difference
between those days with odd but interest-
ing DX coming in quietly and those others
with VK, ZL, W6 and all in full blast.
28 mc should supplant 14 mc as the main
DX band during the coming months, and
we ourselves intend to settle down to the
old pre-war formula of 28 and 3.5 only
(though not, as an unkind friend put it,
"28 for working DX by day and 3.5 for
swanking about it by night" !).

G500 (Harrow) in pointing out that the
band has never been "dead," sends us a
log showing that he heard 37 countries on
28 mc between August 2 and August 16-
before the "wide-open" conditions had
returned. He mentions the occasional
round -the -world effect on fairly local
signals, and quotes the case of G5JY
(Birmingham) who was heard with G500's
beam pointing towards South America.
When it was swung towards Birmingham,
the signals disappeared !

There have been few other reports of
28 mc activity, although G6QB (Bexhill)
found some freaks in early September,
such as a W6 at midday and a VK at
1820 BST. There were also some of those
days when all the W's were 5's in Texas,
mostly on 'phone. Any explanation of
this phenomenon will be received with
interest. Other days see the band full of
W4's, all in Florida.

14 mc DX
The real trouble with 28 is probably

that 14 is still too good, and all the DX
hounds are sticking to it like glue. Best
times on 14 mc are 0900-1100 and 1600-
1900. Late at night, of course, anything
goes, but if you don't like QRM, keep
off.

Lt. Robert Craig, that faithful con-
tributor of G Calls Heard in the Punjab,
N. India, hopes to have his VU call
shortly. Though he gazes with impotent
rage at HT pylons outside his back door,
everything has to be battery operated, and

General view of ZB2A, Gibraltar. The station has
five operators, and QSL's 100 per cent.

his receiver is an Army welfare affair
without bandspread. He asks for informa-
tion about VU8GA, XL1AX, CJ2RA
and ET3BY. (The latter was probably
ET3Y in Addis Ababa). VS9AB, also
queried by him, is one of the Aden con-
tingent. Lt. Craig also reports PZ1GB
(Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana), W2MMO
(ship in N. Atlantic), XT3JL (Chungking)
and a final "hot one" in the shape of
VR2JI (Suva, Fiji). If any of the G's in his
list of Calls Heard want details, drop a
line and he will be pleased to send them.

G2VV (Hampton -on -Thames) points
out a small misprint in last month's
feature-W6VKV/16 should, of course,
be W6VKV/I6. G2VV has struck a few
14 mc freaks, such as a 579 from VK at
1740 hrs, and a W5 coming in as late in
the morning as 0830. He wants to see
more about 28 mc in "DX Commentary."
See above, OM !

G6BB (Streatham, London) is a very
old timer returned to the fold. His slogan
some fifteen years ago was "One of the
Early Birds," and he says it is still the
only way for QRP on account of 'phone
QRM. With 35 watts he has worked
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many W6's and 7's, VE7's, VK's and
KL7AD.

Ken Ellis, ZC4NX, drops a line to say
that ZCI AR was not in Transjordania,
but in Palestine. He is now off the air.

A letter from ZB2A describes the build-
ing of the station from scrapped service
gear. S/L Pain is now back in the U.K.,
but things out there will be taken care of
by LAC Pye, New Camp, RAF, Gib-
raltar. A photograph of ZB2A appears
herewith.

Harold Owen (Gold Coast) reports new
ones in the shape of W8SIR/VP6 (giving
QRA as Bermuda in spite of the prefix),
W2LFI/FF8 (French West Africa), a KL7
in the Aleutians and J9AAF (Okinawa).
"Monstrosities" were W5KGI/C7 (but
probably genuine) and ZC8BP (not known
at all). He also heard G6UJ on 7 mc,
but his main bag of G's was on 14 and
appears in his Calls Heard list.

Capt. Peter Keller, XADZ, reports that
XACA and XADK have both returned to
the States and may now be reached as
W9VWP and W2JRP respectively. 'DZ is
off the air with burnt -out power supply,
but has been bequeathed half -ownership
of the station left behind by the other
two ! He points out that mail from

England needs only I id. and QSL cards
Id.-this because he receives many cards
with 24d. or 3d. on them.

G8NI (Kenilworth, Warks.) reports an
amusing QSO with UA3KAA. 'NI, with
6 watts, got a 579 report ; the Russian,
with 500 watts, was given a 238 in reply !

LZIXX, by the way, is genuine. He is
in Sofia, and claims to be the only active
amateur in Bulgaria. Cards should go,
however, via HB9CE or ARRL.

G2PL reports a few out -of -the -ordinary
contacts, including AC3SS, YV5AB,
EL4A, ZCSP, HH3L, EQ4DC, XE1CM,
TI6JP, YS1X, YNILB, G5KW/Rhodes
Island, and quite a few others. He cer-
tainly gets around these days. HB9CX
forwards some interesting QRA's, which
appear in the box.

G6LX reports a QSO with VK9PZ,
said to be on Hermit Island, off New
Guinea, and wants to know if he was
genuine. He also collected VE8MJ,
Baffin Land.

G2CX, ex VS7CX, has now returned
and will be on the air shortly from his
pre-war QTH.

G3AJV queries a station signing REIN
calling CQ DX, heard only once. Any
help, please ?

DX FORECAST FOR OCTOBER 1946 (All times GMT)

7 me 14 me 28 mc

NORTH AMERICA :
East and Central USA, Canada,
Newfoundland, etc. . .

*Canad.a.
2200-0700 1400-0600 1300-2000

Western_States USA and 0500-0800 1600-1800 1600-1800
0300-0700

CENTRAL AND
SOUTH AMERICA .. .. 2100-0700 2000-0800 1000-2200

AFRICA 
North of. Cancer All day All day 1000-2000
South of Cancer .. 2000-0700 1500-2000 0900-2100

ASIA :
West of 75° E. .. .. 1900-0400 All day 0900-1900
East of 75° E. .. .. 2200-0700 1300-2000 0900-1700

OCEANIA :
VK and ZL .. .. .. 0500-0900 0800-1200 0900-1300

1500-2000

PK, KA, KG6, etc. .. .. 0000-0700 1400-1900 0900-1600

NOTE.-The times given above are the most likely periods during which signals msy be expected from
the parts of the world indicated. Under unusual conditions, signals' may be heard outside
these times.
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One of the rarer DX stations, VS4JH on Labuan.
In spite of the remoteness of the locality, he has an
AR -88 receiver, a crystal microphone and a rack -

built transmitter assembly!

G6QB contributes a few "hot ones,"
in the shape of ZK1 AB (Cook Is.),
14040 ; K6HOT/KC6, Canton Is., 14095 ;
W6VDG/KW6, Wake Is., 14170 ; VK4OS,
Papua, 14100, and small fry such as
FM8AC (Martinique), EL5B, W7GBL/J2,
W7AKR/KG6. Several Tasmanians have
now emerged, the best being VK7LJ and
VK7NC. On the date of writing a
Mexican-XE1NE-was heard at 1045
BST-about 14100. The VK's and ZL's
on 14 mc now seem to peak at about
0930 BST or even later.

Miscellany
There is a regular old-timers' parade on

3.5 mc nowadays ; such real old ones as
G2AX, G2NM, G2VQ, G6NF, G5KG,
G6UJ, G6GL have all been heard fre-
quently. . . . . Several correspondents ask
how long this short -skip business will last
on 14-practically every DX QSO suffers
from "CQ tvanty-meeders fun" from Italy
or somewhere. . . . . G2HLF has been
working stacks of W's in the early morn-
ings on 7 mc. . . . . Piracy is rife again !
G6QB worked PM:MU on 3.5 mc phone
and said "psed cuagn," having worked
him the previous day on CW, but not,
apparently, the same station ! Jan
Kuchar, OK2HK, reports that his call is
being regularly pirated G2HLL very
much wants reports on his 1823 kc trans-
missions, using 3 watts from dry batteries
Anything from distances greater than 30
miles from Leeds will be welcome
G6NC, ex-VS6AH, is on from Bridg-
water, driving a nice bug -key G.
Denby, out in Palestine, reports a marked
increase in G activity on 14 mc, and
mentions the excellent 'phone trans-
missions of G2BU, G2PU and G3FA
.... He is still trying to hear us on 1.7 mc.

Reports for November by October 18
latest, please.

Foot -Note
The 28 and 14 mc bands started behaving

in a very unusual manner on September 16.
First evidence of it was a sudden "W6
party" on 28-every signal heard, both
'phone and CW, was a W6 from 1750 until
about 1850, when they all faded out, leaving
nothing but Central Americans. 14 mc,
the same night, produced a crop of weak
watery signals, among them ZS6DO at
midnight, and the only loud, clear signals
were EL5B, ELIAZ and CN8MZ-all in
North Africa.

The following morning on 14 mc, instead
of the usual VK's and ZL's, there were
four Alaskans coming in at S8-9 and very
little else. By the morning of the 18th the
ZL's were coming through again, but very
weak and watery. This probably precedes
a characteristic sun -spot fade-out, but
looks very interesting.

A violent display of Aurora Borealis and what
the P-ess called a "disruption of Trans -Atlantic radio
communications" occurred on September 19.-Ed.

1" RIND ATTENTION, PLEASE !
G6QB becomes the new contributor

of "DX Commentary," starting with
this issue,

As already announced, our new
companion publication, "The Short
Wave Listener," is to edge into
view on October 17. It is proposed
that SWL reports discussing DX on the
amateur bands be covered by the DX
Scribe (of pre-war Magazine fame) in
his " Have You Heard ?'' in the
new paper. Ill those SWL readers who
hare for so long supported "DX Com-
mentary" here are asked to address
their future correspondence and calls
heard lists to the DX Scribe, who will
be able to give them more space in the
"Short Ware Listener." Mail for his
"Have You Heard .?" articles should
reach him by the 5th of each month,
addressed The DX Scribe, c/o "7 he
Short Wave Listener," 49 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

-is to "DX Commentary" in the
Magazine, it is intended that it should
cover amateur band DX working from
the point of view only of the holder of a
full callsign. No SWL reports will in
future be included in "I. X Com-
mentary, unless they are of direct
interest to transmitters,

Transmitting readers are asked to
send items for this column to L. H.
Thomas, G6QR, c/o "The Short Ware
Magazine," 49 Victoria Street, London,
S.W .1, to reach him as early us possible
in the month.
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DX QTH's
CO2BA Box 1049, Havana.

EA9A1 Dr. Mora, Melilla,
Spanish Morocco.

EK1AZ British Post Office, Tan-
gier Zone.

EL5B APO 605, c/o P'master'
Miami, Florida.

GMYS/VU2 R. Thorn, Trent Mari-
time, c/o Bevis Marks
House, London.

KH6CT Box 237, Lanikai,
Hawaii.

K L7AD C/o C.A.A., Tanacross,
Alaska.

KZ5AD APO 825, c/o Post-
master, N.Y.C. (sta-
tion at Allbrook Field,
Canal Zone).

PJ3X J. P. Daudey, c/o AMC,
Curacao, Dutch West
Indies.

PKIRN's L/Cpl. Webb, 110 M.
W/T Sect., 15 Ind.
Corps, Batavia, SEAC.

PK5LK Balikpapan, Dutch
Borneo.

PK6AW Sgt. Bob Westerveld,
Dutch A.F., Biak Is.,
Dutch New Guinea.

PZ1FM Box 118, Paramaribo,
Dutch Guiana.

VS2BA Sigs. Sect., AHQ RAF
Malaya, S.E. Asia A.F.

VS2BF Officers' Mess, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaya
Comd. Sigs., SEAC.

VS7ES 5 Elibank Road,
Colombo, Ceylon.

W2LFI/FF8 Frank Petrucci, Pan-
American Air Lines,
Dakar, F.W.A.

XEIAC Box 9581, Mexico City.

XEICQ Box 907, Mexico City.

PITCAIRN-VR6AY
Many pre-war readers, transmitters and

listeners, will remember the famous
VR6AY, operated by Andrew Young
(genuine Bounty descendant) on Pitcairn
Island, in the far South Pacific.

It is possible that VR6AY will soon
appear once again on 14 mc. A trans-
mitter is available, and Andrew Young
himself has gained much further radio
knowledge and experience by reason of
the fact that, with ZL2FR, he maintained
an official station on Pitcairn during the
war years. Working or hearing VR6AY
will be one thing-the trick will be to get
the QSL. The mail service is by chance,
and before the war it was nothing for the
wretched Andrew to get a thousand cards
at a time when a ship did call at the
Island ! * * *

POINT FOR CORRESPONDENTS
We now receive a very large and most

welcome mail, which is cleared with the
least possible delay. As mentioned some
months ago, it would be a great help in the
systematic and expeditious handling of
mail if correspondents would be careful to
address each department on a separate
sheet, with name, address and callsign
(if any) on every sheet.

It is still not possible for us to achieve a
" by -return " standard on all correspond-
ence, and the replies which are delayed
most are those to letters -to take a recent
example-containing a new QRA (QRA
Section), an enquiry about back numbers
(Circulation Manager), a small advertise-
ment (Advertisement Manager), some
interesting gossip (Editor), a DX log
(Calls Heard), and a request for a Club
notice (Club Secretary)-all on two sides
of a typed foolscap sheet ! Our only
objection to letters of this kind is that they
have to be passed round and round and
round before they can be filed away (under
heading " Miscellaneous "). Six separate
notes are obviously so much more helpful!

DIRECT SUBSCRIPTION LIST
This is still open, for subscriptions

to commence with the November
issue. It is the only way we can
guarantee you a regular copy.

Direct subscribers' copies are posted
to them on the first Wednesday of each
month.

Send twenty shillings (for twelve
issues) to The Circulation Manager,
The Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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CALLS HEARD
Please arrange all logs strictly in the form given he.a, in
numerical and alphabetical order and on separate sheets wider
appropriate band headings, with cal/sign or SWL number and
address on each sheet,

FIVE METRES

G2XC, 34 London Road, Widley,
Portsmouth, Hants.

Worked: G2AK (120), 2DZT,
2MR, 2MV, 2QV (67), 2VH,
2WS, 3CQ (72), 300 (65), 4C1,
410, 4QL, 5AS, 5IG (105), 5LI,
5MA, 5MQ (190), 5TX, 6DH,
(116), 6KB, 6LK, 60H, 6UH,
6VX, 6YU (105), 8BD, 80X,
8KZ, 80S, 8QW/A, 8RS, 8SK,
8WC.
Heard: G5BY (130), 8UZ
(156). All between August 16 -
September 13. DX distances in
brackets.

GSUM, 9 Windermere Avenue,
St. Albans, Herts.

'Phone: G2CIN, 300, 6VX,
8KZ. CW: G2MR, 2UJ, 2WS,
2YL, 5MA, 6LK, 6NR. Sep-
tember 8-15, on "All-EF50" TRF
Rereiver.

G. Elliott, B.Sc., 46 Shaftesbury
Road, Gosport, Hants.

'Phone : G2BMZ (112), 5BY
1129), 5MA (62), 6LK (45),
II MH. CW : G2MV (69),
G3SU (29), 501 (47), 6VX (80),
80S (36).

G6YU, 14 Bourne Road, Copse -
wood, Coventry, Warks.

Worked : G2AK, 2BMZ, 2MR,
2NH, 2XC, 2ZV, 3ABA, 3IS,
3Y0, 4C1, 410, 5LJ, 5MA, 5TX,
5WP, 6CW, 6LK, 6SL, 6VX,
6YQ, 8GX, 8LH, 8QY, 8UZ,
8VN, F3JB, IIFA. Heard:
G2NV, SJU, 5MQ, F8BC, 8RSN.

G5BY, Resthaven Hotel, Thurle-
stone, Nr. Kingsbridge, S.
Devon.

Worked: F8RSN, G2MR, 5MA,
5MQ, 6KB, 6LK, 8RS, HB9BZ,
9CD, 9J, IIFA, LIRA, 1KS,
1 MH, 1TH. August 18 -Sep-
tember 17.

OVERSEAS -GENERAL

14 mc CW and 'Phone

Harold Owen, B.Sc., West African
Cacao Research Institute, P.O.
Box 8, Tafo, Gold Coast
Colony.

G2AJ (56), 2AMG (43), 2ATK
(33), 2BJW (44), 2BRO (458),
2BXP (43), 2BY (567), 2CLL (44),
2COP (55), 2FGX (448), 2FHV
(43), 2FMT (21), 2FQP (43),
2FXQ (54), 2HD (55), 210 (54),
2IQ (558), 2KG (337), 2LU (54),
2NA (44), 20C (43), 20S (44),
2Q0 (46), 2SY (55), 2UK (33),
2VD (558), 2VV (55), 2YH (458),
2ZA (557), 3BW (42), 3DT (44),
3FA (55), 3HK (45), 3KP (54),
3MZ (55), 30T (55), 3PJ (43),
3QD (54), 3RQ (44), 3VA (32),
4AK (55), 4IN (54), 4MU (44),
SAC (548), 5B1 (56), 5CV (54),
5DQ (447), 5HB (44) 51K (458),
5LI (55), 5LP (56), 5MY (55),
50B (34), 5PR (44), 5QA (56),
5RV (55), 5UI (43), 5UX (54),
5VB (547), 5VM (56), 5WG (54),
5WQ (44), 5XV (44), 6AH (44),
6CL (54), 6FW (44), 6GM (44),
6HB (548), 6IM (44), 6JF (55).
6KP (44), 6QN (44), 6RC (34),
6RS (34), 6UT (55), 6XR (45),
6Z0 (43), 8BP (44), 8FV (55),
800 (43), 8HH (458), 81H (44),
80N (44), 8P0 (45), 8PS (54),
8QH (578), 8TI (44), 8VB (55).
8VG (43), 8WL (54), 8WV (55).
GM2DI (44), 3RL (54), 3UM
(555), 4HR (56), 5PY (45), 6KH
(55), 8SQ (44), GW3VL (557),
5VX (44), 6AA (54). (RS values
in brackets.) July 31 -August V.

G. Denby, 3 Swim, Palestine
Command, Signals Regt.,
M.E.L.F.

CW: G2AIX, 2AS, 2CCN,
2CIX, 2CLL, 2FCL, 2FGX,
2FQH, 2FZO, 2HAO, 20S,
2VK, 2XB, 2XD, 3BU, 3IV,
3YF, 4CP, 4DQ, 4IN, 5DQ,
5IK, 5RV, 6PA, 8AG, 8GB, 8G0,
8JJ, 8TI, 8UG, 8UR, GI5UW,
GM2FV, 2FXN, 2LQ.

'Phone: G2AJ, 2BU, 2BZ,
2PU, 3BM, 3BK, 3FA, 3HV,
3MI, 3MK, 3MR, 4BD, 4HD,
6XR, 8AP, 8AW, 8KP, 8UR.
GM2DI, 411, 8NW. All received
August 14 -September 12.

1.7 and 3.5 mc CW

OK1AW, Alois Weirauch, Mestec
Kralove 9, Czechoslovakia.

1.7 mc CW

G2OU, 3HT, 3NT, 3TK, 4FN,
4IC, 6LD.

3.5 mc CW

G2QN, 3AKF, 6ZY, GM5SL.

14 mc 'Phone

XADZ, Capt. Peter Keller,
British Army, A5, G.H.Q.,
C.M.F. (Caserta, Italy).

G3HZ (55), 3MK (55), 500 (55),
5XA (55), 6AG (957), 6BY (56),
6XR (57), GW3AX (55), 3XY
(55). All heard 1900-2300 GMT
August 17.

Lt. Robert S. Craig. 10th Gurkha
Rifles, Alhilal Camp, Kangra
Valley, Punjab, India Com-
mand.

G2AJ, 210, 2MF, 2PU, 2ZB,
3BM, 3HJ, 3HZ, 3MK, 30Z,
3RI, 4KG, 4MS, 5MY, 50V,
5VC, 6XR, 8LP, 8M0, BMX,
8QW, GM8MW, GW3UG, 4FU,
5BW, 5XN.

GENERAL

3.5 mc

John Hall, 21 Howberry Road,
Thornton Heath, Surrey.

VEIEA, 1HO, 11A, I1V, ILZ,
1NY, 1PX, 1PY, IQH, 101,
1QL, 1QT, 1RB, ISY, 2HW,
2LZ, 2MP, 3ATM, 3AYE, 3HP,
VO8AR, WSAUZ, KAI CM,
KP4AE, KS5AA, KZ5AD and
over 200 W's in Districts 1-4
and 8.

For the Best Information on the Latest News, read the Short Wave Magazine
regularly
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Simple CO -PA
Further Notes on August's 6V6 -6L6 Design

On pp. 352-354 of the August issue of
the Magazine, a practical CO -PA design
was given under the title "Two Valve
Job for 160 Metres."

Based on this design, with all details as
given in the article, a Magazine model
using the 6V6 -6L6 combination has been
on air test since the August issue appeared.
The results obtained with this transmitter
certainly more than bear out the author's
claims for the original design.

It is simple, effective arid, what is more
important for the beginner, our American
friends would describe it as "sure-fire."
Simply plug in the crystal, bring the PA
to resonance, tune up the aerial, and off
you go. The question of neutralising does
not arise, and no screening is required
between stages.

The aerial coupler we are using is that
described on p. 350 of the same issue-
"Multi-Band Aerial System"-which is
another sure performer.

Operation on 3.5 me
The present intention is to explain how

this same transmitter can be used on
other bands ; G6KR's article described
its operation on 1.7 mc only.

By using a tank coil L and condenser
C5 (see circuit diagram p. 353, August) of
35 turns 21 -in. in diameter, slightly
spaced, and tuned with .0003 pF for C5,
both 1.7 and 3.5 mc can be covered in
the same tank circuit, with reasonable
L/C ratios in each case. The top band
will of course be found near the maximum
setting of C5 and 3.5 mc towards the
minimum capacity end. It is then only
a matter of plugging crystals to change
from band to band.

7 me Working
The circuit will perform equally well

on 7 mc, using the appropriate crystal
and a 10 -turn coil of the same diameter
for L, the tuning capacity C5 remaining
as before.

Keying
Grid -block keying with a bias voltage of

120 (all of a nominal 120 -volt HT block)
is used in our case, to the circuit which
appears on p. 155 of the May issue of

the Magazine. This gives a good T9 note,
but watch the loading on the PA, or it
will tend to become chirpy. Having set
up the transmitter on the desired band,
monitor the signal and adjust the aerial
coupling until the note is clean and sharp.

Power Input
On 1.7 mc, we use 280 volts on the

HT + lead (see circuit again), drawing
about 35 mA in the 6L6 from a no-load
minimum of 10 mA.

On 3.5 mc, the HT voltage is increased
to 380 volts, and 40 mA load (15 watts)
taken from a no-load minimum of about
12 mA. On 7 mc, similar conditions apply,
except that the no-load PA plate current
is rather higher.

The results on 1.7 and 3.5 mc have
been quite consistent, and most satis-
factory in view of the power used, though
it must be borne in mind that the trans-
mitter is being operated from a good
country location ; not much time has,
however, been spent on 7 mc due to the
chaotic condition of that band, but a few
excellent test contacts have been made.

Since grid -block keying, in this par-
ticular circuit, will produce a standing
current in the PA during open -key
periods, either increase the PA biasing
cathode -resistor R7 to 750 ohms, or
return R5 to the blocking -bias line. In
the former case, the standing current will
be reduced to about 35 mA and in the
latter to zero.

Developing the Design
Our model occupies only 64 -in. by 7 -in.

on an aluminium chassis with a 1 -in. sub-
space. Various refinements are in mind,
such as incorporated power supply,
auxiliary grid modulation on the 6L6 (to
G4HM's design, as described in the July
issue of the Magazine) and the use of the
Brookes' switching unit for the selection
of crystals for the three bands. All this
could easily be accommodated on a
standard 17 -in. by 10 -in. by 1 -in. chassis.

Apart altogether from these points, the
transmitter as it stands would make an
excellent exciter for a higher -powered
outfit.

Its immediate value and merit is as a
sound beginner (or stand-by QRP) design
for the LF bands.
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The R.A.F. T.1154 Transmitter
Some General Notes

(The T.1154 is a relatively high -power aircraft transmitter and, in the Service application,
it is integral with the R.1155 receiver to make a complete installation. The T.1154 was the
first band -switched spot -frequency airborne communications transmitter to be seen in the
R.A.F. and fitting to aircraft of Bomber Command began early in 1941. The T.1154/ R.1155
combination is still standard equipment in heavy aircraft carrying a wireless operator as a
crew member.-Ed.)

The information given in this article is published by authority.

The photograph on p. 501 gives a good
impression of the T.1154, which is a
100 -watt CW/'Phone transmitter, using an
MO -PA arrangement-an ML6 driving a
pair of PT15's in parallel. The frequency
coverage is in three ranges: 10-5.5 mc,
5.5-3.0 mc, and 500-200 kc.

At the 'phone position, provision is
made for operation with either a carbon
or an electro-magnetic microphone.
Suppressor -grid modulation is used, with
a second ML6 as modulator, and there is
a side -tone circuit for CW monitoring.

Frequency Setting
Each tuning range has its own coil -

condenser assembly on both MO and PA
sides and on all three ranges, which are
selected by means of switching. Any
desired frequency in the range selected,
up to a total of eight, can be pre-set by an
ingenious click -stop mechanism which
locks the dial at a particular setting.

In the air, the transmitter is adjusted to
frequency either by " back -tuning " to the
ground station it is desired to work or by
the use of a crystal -controlled monitor
carried in the aircraft and supplied with
crystals for the frequencies required.

Aerial Coupling
The aerial coupling as fitted is direct

and is designed to be used either with the
aircraft fixed aerial or the usual trailing
aerial, which on the HF bands can be run
out to a length to match the frequency .

At a ground (amateur) station, the
aerial output could be taken to any type of
transmitting aerial via a suitable matching
network.

Apart from the wave -range selection and
tuning, the T.1154 is entirely relay con-
trolled, with automatic change -over in
combination with the R.I155 receiver.
Two panel meters are fitted, reading
0-300 mA for plate and 0-3.5 amps for
aerial current.

The equipment is extremely ruggedly
built and is shock -mounted to withstand
the inevitable rough usage involved in
aircraft working. Unit construction has
been adopted and the various elements of
the transmitter are on separate chassis.

Power Supply
In the air, power at 1250 volts HT and

6 volts LT is obtained from motor -
generators operated off the aircraft
24 -volt DC line. One of these two genera-
tors is double -wound to give LT for the
transmitter and R.1155 receiver, as well as
HT for the latter.

The inter -connection between the units
-transmitter, receiver, power generators
and control system-involves a good deal of
complicated wiring and the use of a starter
control for ensuring that LT is fully
applied to the transmitter before HT is
switched on.

Instruction Manual
There is not the space here to discuss all

these points in detail ; the Service manual
describing the installation contains on the
T.1154 alone some 24 quarto pages of
instructions and warnings, with numerous
illustrations and tables and two double -
page detail wiring and circuit diagrams.
Indeed, this manual is a model of its kind,
containing all the information which could
possibly be required on the construction,
operation and maintenance of the whole
installation.

Amateur Operation
Many of these transmitters are reaching

amateur hands. Whether that is a good
thing is perhaps a matter of opinion, for,
as we see it, the T.I154 is not really suit-
able for amateur use without considerable
modification.

It is too high-powered (except in the
hands of an experienced amateur operator
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Crcuit diagram of the essentials of the T.1154 aircraft transmitter. The arrangement is MO -PA, with
suppressor -grid modulation, the modulator valve V4 also.being used to generate MC W tone and, on C W, keying
side -tone. V1, V4, are ML6's, and the paralleled PA valves V2, V3, are PTI5's. The transmitter is relay
controlled, and the apparent complication of the circuit is mainly due to the MC W and side -tone features and
to the fact that in the Service application the Tx is interconnected with the receiver R.1155 to form a complete
installation. The only amateur bands covered by the standard tuning are 7 and 3 -5 mc. Frequencies can be set
up by a click -stop mechanism, and switched wave -change is provided. For simplicity, the separate tuned
circuits used for each band have been omitted from the circuit diagram. The master -oscillator will drive the

paralleled PTI5's to about 100 watts input on all bands, with 1,000-1,250 volts on the plate.

Table of Values-T.1154 Transmitter

Cl, C2 150 AuF RI = 51 ohms
C3, C5 -005 /IF R2 = 15,000 ohms
C4, C10 200 AuF R3 = 50,000 ohms
C6 -004 µF R4, R5 = 75,000 ohms
C7 205 ,uµF R6 = 350 ohms
C8 0. 25pF R7 = 5,000 ohms
C9 .01µF R8 12,000 ohms
C11 50 puF R9, RIO = 20,000 ohms
C12 .001 µF R11 = 2,000 ohms
CM Carbon microphone R12 = 6 ohms
EM Electro-magnetic micro- R13 = 10 ohms

phone R14 = 650 ohms
VI, V4 ML6 R15 = 7,500 ohms
V2, V3 PT15 R16 ...-, 800 ohms
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who, in any case, would not use equipment
of this kind), it covers only two amateur
bands (7 and 3.5 mc), it requires careful
adjustment to produce a really good signal,
the aerial coupling arrangement is both
dangerous and unsatisfactory (though
this could be altered), a good frequency
standard is absolutely essential for the
correct setting up of the transmitter, and
the provision of a suitable power supply
is awkward (1250 volts at 250 mA, and
6 volts DC at 4-6 amps for LT).

Nevertheless, the transmitter has several
attractive features and contains some very
useful components. Our advice to those
who may contemplate the purchase of one
of these sets is that they demand a copy of
the accompanying instruction manual

(one of these goes with each new equip-
ment supplied to the Service) from the
trader who offers the transmitter, as with-
out this manual it will be difficult to get the
set into operation.

The tendency recently has been for
people to buy the set first and then to write
us demanding answers " by return,
please " to vague general questions as to
how to get it working-hence this note !
With the best will in the world we cannot
(for the present, at least) reproduce the
mass of data contained in the instruction
manual, nor do we see any reason why the
dealers who profit by the sale of these sets
should not have to answer the questions
about them !

There is a moral in this, by the way.

The Editor Wants
* Photographs with Notes for the "Other Man's Station" series.

* Photographs of Equipment of Amateur Radio interest, home and overseas.

* Photographs of Club Meetings.

All material accepted for publication is paid for on appearance. Photographs must be
clear and sharp, but can be any size, and either print or negative.
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NEW QRA's
Only those which have changed since the appearance of the September, 1939, Issue of the Call Book
or were not included In it for fully licensed operation, or are now licensed for the first time, can be
published here. All that do appear in this column will automatically be included in the next Call
Book, now in preparation. The number of QRAs we can print each month depends upon space
available. QRAs are Inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowance. Pleasewrite clearly and address to QRA Section.

EI4Q Rev. Fr. J. A. Stone, 39 Booters-
town Avenue, Blackrock, Co.
Dublin, Eire.

G2AJV R. C. Jennison, 28 Park Drive,
Grimsby, Lincs.

GW2AVV G. E. Evans, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
Flatholm, Royal Buildings, Port
Talbot, Glam.

G2BGG J. Garner, Barbon, Aigburth Hall
Road, Liverpool,l9. (Tel.:
GA Rston 1903.)

G2CDT F. H. Martin, 22 Walders Avenue,
Wadsley, Sheffield,6.

G2DUD H. Worsley, 8 Hall Grove, Cheadle,
Cheshire.

G2DVF F. G. Antervie, 19 Norley Avenue,
Stretford, Lancs.

G2DXK L. Knight, 132 Norton Road,
Stotfold, Beds.

GW2FRB E. Naish, 46 Brook Street, Taibach,
Port Talbot, Glam.

G2HLL F. H. Pickard, Stonegate Farm,
Meanwood, Leeds, 6, Yorks.

G2QX A. E. Groom, 19 Woodland
Avenue, Luton, Beds.

G3AAH L. Allen, 14 Frampton Close,
Bournville, Birmingham, 30.

G3ABM H. E. Bull, 6 Brooklyn Drive,
Ellesmere Port, Cheshire.

GM3ACD C. N. R. Ross, The Braes, Kincar-
dine -on -Forth, Fife, Scotland.

GW3ACF A. J. Glassford, 4 Wood Street,
Margam, Port Talbot, Glam.

G3ACU E. H. Pearson, 23 Alwyne Man-
sions, Wimbledon, London,
S.W.19.

G3ADA W. Swanston, 24 Chapel Street.
Eyemouth, Berwick.

G3ADX E. C. Jenkins, 72 Milton Road,
Weston -super -Mare, Somerset.

G3AFI T. M. Trotter, Flat 3, 13 The Cross.
Oswestry, Salop.

G3AGD A. L. Drakeford, Arkley Hotel,
Barnet, Hens.

G3AGH R. Carpenter, 120 Hedge Lane,
London, N.13.

G3AGL M. M. D'Arcy, 27 Theydon Grove,
Woodford Green, Essex.

G3AGP T. J. Barns, 73 Torrington Way,
Morden, Surrey.

G3AGQ R. C. Eldridge, 10 Westridge Road,
Southampton, Hants.

G3AHJ K. W. Lawson, 24 Heaton Road,
Heaton Norris, Stockport,
Cheshire.

G3AHO C. Finch, 6 Lowden Road, Herne
Hill, London, S.E.24.

GM3AHQ J. S. Stewart, A.B.I.R.E., 1 Beech
Avenue, Bearsden, Dumbarton-
shire, Scotland. (Tel: Bearsden
3222.)

G3AHT J. C. Park, 15 Oswald Road,
Oswestry, Salop.

G3AHU J. L. Monk, 14 Angell Road,
Brixton, London, S.W.9.

G3AIA H. G. Cundall, 21 Milner Road,
Ravensbury Park, Morden.
Surrey. (Tel.: MITcham 3307.)

G3AIG T. G. Dickinson, 6 Temple Gardens,
Golders Green, London, N.W.11.

G3AJQ A. H. Crossland, 35 Keeling Road,
Cheadle, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

G3ARM R. Ramsey, Rock Hill, Sydney
Road, Guildford, Surrey.

GW3G0 S. Waters, Radio Relay Station,
Kenfig Hill, Glam.

G3TO A. R. Donald, 186 Stockton Road,
West Hartlepool, Co. Durham.

G3YK G. A. Kenyon, 32 Emerson Avenue,
Middles brough, Yorks.

G4QC T. W. Carney, 9 Gladeville Road,
Aigburth, Liverpool, 17.

G5CX C. R. Pill, 22 Alcester Road,
Bromsgrove, Worcs.

GSIH Commander (L.) G. C. Turner.
R.N., c/o Westminster Bank,
Ltd., Mount Ephraim, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

G5IW F. E. Barlow, Drakeford, Poolhead
Lane, Wood End, Tanworth-in-
Arden, Warks.

G5MR V. G. Mellor, M.A., South Lawn.
Admiralty Road, Felpham,
Bognor Regis, Sussex.

G5R4Z A. G. Wood, Holmeside, Heath
Road, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.
(Tel : Heath & Reach 5.)

GSSI A. Wood, 7 Burcott Gardens,
Addlestone, Surrey.

GW5VX A. C. Willams, 14 Holland Street,
Port Talbot, Glam.

G5WC N. Vaus, Upper Maisonette, 101
Central Hill, Upper Norwood,
London, S. E.19.

GM6JJ W. N. Craig, 2 Aberdour Road.
Burntisland, Fife, Scotland.

G6NV A. Hargreaves, 5 Ridge Street,
Barnoldswick, via Colne, Lancs.

G8FA E. J. Napier, 8 Fore Street, Teign-
mouth, S. Devon.

G8FJ H. S. Norris, G.1.E.E., 7 Kingshill
Crescent, St Albans, Herts.

G8VG Capt. W. H. Windle, 121 Ldbur-
num Avenue, Dartford, Kent.
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The Call Book
The second post-war (Fall) issue of the

Radio Amateur Call Book became avail-
able in the States about September 15, so
that first consignments should reach this
country very shortly. The new cover price
of the Call Book is $1.70, or 8s. 3d. at the
prevailing dollar rate. The annual sub-
scription (four issues) is $6.00, or 29s.
Published by the Radio Amateur Call
Book, Inc., 608 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., it can be
obtained as explained in the notes which
appeared on p. 248, June, and p. 308,
July, and as advertised from time to time
in this Magazine.

It is of sufficient interest to add that
the Summer 1946 Edition (the first post-
war issue) contains seven pages of G calls,
which include those that appeared in our
"New QRA" lists as far as the May issue.
The new edition should take these particu-
lar listings two months further forward.

Greek Calls
It is probable that by the time this

appears in print, Service users of the XA
prefix in Greece will be issued with
authentic SV callsigns in the SV1AA-
SV1AZ and SV2AA-SV2AZ series, allot-
ted by the British military authority. The
issue of licences to Greek nationals is a
matter for their Government, and is
understood to be under consideration at
the moment.

Staff Note
Readers will be interested to know that

L. H. Thomas, M.B.E. (G6QB) has been
appointed Assistant Editor of the Short
Wave Magazine and Short Wave Listener,
to take effect from October 1. He will
assume responsibility for certain features
in both publications.

One of the regular contributors to the
Magazine since our resumption of activity
last March, he will also be well known as
a writer for several radio periodicals in
the pre-war era. Licensed as G6QB as
long ago as 1924, and constantly active
ever since, he has had great experience
of the practice of Amateur Radio. He is
the third member of our executive staff
who is an ex-R.A.F. officer.

Eddystone Gear
Messrs. Stratton & Co., of Birmingham,

manufacturers of " Eddystone " com-
ponents, are now appointing agents in
various parts of the country. Readers can
obtain the name of their nearest dealer
by writing to Stratton & Co., Eddystone
Works, Alvechurch Road, West Heath,
Birmingham, 31.

Do You Know That
When using the grounded -grid tech-

nique, inter -stage RF coupling can be
obtained simply by putting a link coil in
series with the cathode of the driven
valve ? This link is coupled to the buffer
or driver stage in the usual way and will
excite the driven valve almost as effectively
as if a tuned circuit were being used in the
cathode. An output stage driven in this
manner operates as a triode with only one
tuned circuit (the output tank) and
requires no neutralisation.

VK Frequency Allocations
On September 1, the 3500-3800 kc

band was reopened to the Australians. On
40 metres, however, they only have 50 kc !
The 14 mc band is crowded to suffocation,
and G's are difficult to work through the
QRM. The bright spot is the 166-170 mc
band, which is giving the VK's who use it
results as good as they get on their 50-54
mc band.

Publication
Our first 32 -page reprint booklet, "The

Principles of Short Wave Reception," is
now on sale at Is. 6d., and should be
obtainable at bookstalls and news-stands
throughout the country. The original
articles appeared this year in the March,
April and May issues of the Magazine
(now out of print), though some of the
material is reprinted from the pre-war
series.

If a newsagent does not carry stocks.
upplies can be obtained in the usual way

through normal trade channels. Alter-
natively, reader copies are available at
Is. 8d. post free from us at 49 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1. But ask your
newsagent first.
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G9BF Calling
(Yes, we know he wastes space, but the stuff costs nothing.-Ed.)

In view huge success my DX advice,
have decided contribute one my real
technical articles this time. Editor raising
usual objections, saying G9BF fan -mail
(long letter from G explaining how obtain
real super -DX note, several phoney
QSL's and my foreign p.c.) now wasting
too much office time. This attitude only
jealousy of course as Editor's fan -mail
reduced insignificant proportions due
immense popularity KZ7LX. This of
course is me G9BF.

Station G9BF naturally conforms best
technical standard. Max possible power
used irrespective conditions, band or
range of QSO. This ensures consistent
results for which I am famous. On
principle pA stage always working best
when plate red-hot, keep my T20 at
maximum drive, heaviest load and highest
available HT. In order obtain regenerative
effect (this technique not understood by
most amateurs) do not bother with
neuting. Hence valve always working full
efficiency, key up or down, and radiating
plenty heat to keep shack warm and dry.
No other writer ever before covered this
important point.

This system not too satisfactory for
BKS, agreed, as RX noisy due PA hard

at work 100% time, but easily overcome
this by cutting HT at Tx power pack
when using BK. Can always explain delay
in coming over by saying "Sri OM but
QRM ur freq did not hr ur BK." This
sounds efficient.

Have now designed motor -controlled
tuning mechanism, using f-h.p. motor to
tune all Tx circuits simultaneously. At
present bothered by heavy loading motor
(fuses fizz on starting) and very rapid
tuning motion when motor gets away.
Tuning swept right out of band before
have time stop motor ; designing special
brake for this, controlled by lever at Rx
position. Elements design obviously sound
and only small details like smooth control,
steady adjustment, tracking Tx circuits
and dead -beat motor action now require
attention-matter of half-hour's work
when time available.

Readers will agree my famous station
well in forefront technical progress
Amateur Radio. "Advice to beginners
freely given and DX worked to order" is
motto at G9BF. Feel certain I will be
first holder Certificate of Merit in view my
splendid record service to cause.

(We rather doubt this.-Ed.)
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THE MONTH
WITH THE CLUBS

FROM REPORTS

Without exception, those readers and Club secretaries
who have commented approve of the new layout of this
section. We are glad about this, as it is a great space -saver
and with no less than 30 reports (a record) on the hook
for this month, we need all the room we can make for
the Clubs.

The Editor has renewed his promise to accommodate
all Club reports received by the due date, and if the need
arises, is prepared to think up another scheme for saving
space!

One interesting suggestion made this month is contained
in a remark in one of the northern reports "Why not an
Association of Clubs?" Why not, indeed. As a matter of
fact, we have had ideas along these lines from the
beginning! How many Clubs are interested in such a
proposal? We leave it at that for the moment.

The Inter -Club Contest
So far, four Clubs have nominated for the proposed

1.7 mc transmitting contest-see this space last month-
and several others will have taken the vote by the time
this appears. Remember, the closing date for entries is
October 10 (within about a week of seeing this) and the
rules will be circulated to all concerned before they are
published here in the November issue, with the final list
of entrants.

A suggestion is that where Clubs do not possess their
own licence, they should be allowed to nominate one of
their member stations as the Club entrant. It is not quite
what we had in mind, but as three secretaries havelmade the
same suggestion, we have no objections and are prepared
to accept such entries. Clubs in this category can be given
till October 17 latest to put in their entries, as we
anticipate that a little time will be necessary to arrange
matters among the membership.

November Closing Date
Having forgotten this important point last month,

the closing date for copy for the November issue is
October 17 certain, which means posting on the 15th in
many cases. Address "Club Secretary," The Short Wave
Magazine, 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

Herewith the reports-and by the way, a welcome to
Aberdeen, Stroud and Wigan, newcomers to the fold.
Good luck, and we hope to hear of your doings regularly
from now on.

Secretaries' QTH's in the panel at the end, as usual.

Wanstead & Woodford Radio
Society.-This is a slight
change of name for the old
Woodford society. Meetings
are every Tuesday, 7.30 p.m.,
at Wanstead House. Netv
members are welcome.

Aberdeen Amateur Radio
Society.-This is a new form-.
ation and applications for
membership are invited-
secretary's name and address
in the appropriate space.

Slade Radio.-They are com-
pleting arrangements for a
portable licence, with a view
to doing some D/F work on
1.7 mc before the weather
finally makes it impossible.
Membership is on the increase
here, too, and they look
forward to a successful season.
An interesting meeting on
telearchics will be held on
October 25, when a joint
discussion takes place with the
Model Aero Club.

Cheltenham & District
Amateur Radio Society.-
Their first D/F field day was
such a success that another
was held on September 29,
using a vibrator power supply
to put 10 watts into a 6L6.
The input used on the first
occasion was much lower-
the HT being a 120 -volt
battery-which made it hard
going for some of the younger
members with their one -lung
Rx's. In spite of the weather,
30 members took part in the
first event, and G8DA/P was
found by a car party ten
minutes before the QRT ; a
cycle party led by G3LP was
only a few hundred yards
away. If anyone outside the
Cheltenham district heard
G3LP/P on September 29, it
was the second field day, and
reports on the signals would be
welcome.

Wigan & District Amateur
Radio Club.-This is a newly
formed club, membership of
which is open only to those
interested in Amateur Radio.
They meet every Thursday at
8.0 p.m. at 30 Darlington
Street, and prospective mem-
bers are asked either to get in
touch with the secretary or to
call in at the meetings.
Stroud & District Amateur
Radio Club.-Having closed
for the war, the Club reformed
in April last. Meetings are
held every Monday evening at
the Spread Eagle, Bisley Old
Road, Stroud, with lectures,
Morse under GSZK and
general instruction by G5HC.
The junior members have
undertaken the construction
of a Club receiver under the
watchful eyes of the more
experienced. Secretary Ayers
asks for 58 mc co-operation
in the district-the nearest
station we know of is G8DT,
Cheltenham.
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Bradford Short Wave Club.-
They are on the air with G3 N N,
and good progress has been
made with the new club -room.
The Morse class has recom-
menced, membership is now a
total of 52, including 12
juniors, for whom the Club
has a special welcome. We
are particularly asked to say
that new SWL membership
will be gladly received. Brad-
ford has shown an excellent
record of steady progress ;
starting from scratch in the
summer months, they have
gained a splendid membership,
acquired their own premises,
and have a station on the air.
As we have remarked once
before, this all means hard
work by someone.

Romford & District Radio
Society.-They meet every
Monday, 8.0 p.m., at Mawneys
Road Schools. Activities have
included D/F contests with
other societies in the area. The
last was on September 29, the
contest being a " walking "
affair over a 2 mile radius, to
combat the petrol shortage !
G3FT offers details of how
these events are organised, as
he suggests something on the
same lines might be of interest
to other Clubs.

Reading & District Radio
Club.-The recent summer
weather having encouraged
indoor activity, Reading
members have been busy on
all bands. G4CY gave a
useful talk on the power
supply " before it reaches the
station " (August 31) and on
September 14 a by -request
junk sale was held. The Lewis
Cup competition is being well
supported. The October
meetings are on the 12th and
26th, those following being on
November 9 and November30:

Stockport Radio Society.-
The first meeting of the winter
session was held on September
2, when 34 members attended
to settle the Club's business
and hear a lecture on aerials
by G3LX. With a total
present membership of 60,
meetings are held every
Monday in the Textile Hall,
Chestergate, and consist alter-
nately of lectures and. dis-
cussions ; Morse instruction
is also given.

City of Belfast Y.M.C.A.
Radio Club.-The club -room
has been almost completed
and old members would
hardly recognise GI6YM if
they saw it now. During the
rebuild, the room was screened
with wire -mesh which, it is
hoped, will eliminate the
noise -interference which was
always one of the troubles at
GI6YM. A new transmitter
is under construction, mem-
bership continues to increase,
and a new series of talks has
been planned. New members
are welcome on Wednesdays
after 8 p.m., at the club -room,
which is open every evening
except Sundays.

Hi -Q Club. Giffnock.-An
excellent report from
GM2FZT, who remarks that
their weekly meetings are
going from strength to
strength. The winter session
opened on September 12,
with a very useful talk by I. B.
Jamieson, B.Sc., on "Cathode -
Follower Detection as used in
a Straight Receiver." Two
new calls have appeared in the
Club, GM3AKK (28 and
58 mc) and GM3ANV (14
mc). GM3AR is on 1.7 mc,
looking for contacts with
southern stations, but the
bulk of the Hi -Q activity is on
14 and 28 mc.

Surrey Radio Contact Club.-
At the last meeting on
September 10, a record attend-
ance of 60 turned out to hear
G2MV talk on aerials; it was
clear from the many questions
he had that his lecture aroused
a great deal of interest (we
also heard it was very good).
Over the week -end September
14-15 they held a club field
day, with the station operating
on 14 mc. A gallant under-
taking in view of the weather!

Salisbury & District Short
Wave Club.-Members of the
receiver section have been busy
on the Club superhet, which is
a 10 -valve job with plug-in
coils and band spread. The
transmitter section is respon-
sible for a CO-ECO-PA, which
they hope to have on the air
shortly. The Morse angle is

'looked after by G2FIX and
G5DZ. Meetings are held
every Tuesday at 7.30 p.m.
and the Club workshop is open
to members any evening.

Edgware & District Radio
Society.-They have found
new headquarters which are a
great improvement on the
old; it has been decided to
change meeting nights back
to each Wednesday. Member-
ship is now 72, and when a
recent postal vote was organ-
ised for the election of com-
mittee members, 70 per cent.
of the membership responded,
which indicates a very healthy
state of affairs. Member S.
Fryer passed the R.A.E., the
only entrant from Edgware
and a real amateur with no
professional or Service experi-
ence. This tends to support
our contention that the R.A.E.
is a fair and reasonable test.

Doncaster & District Amateur
Radio Society.-They now
have permanent HQ at 73
Hexthorpe Road, and are
busy getting them ready for
occupation. Membership is
40, including three YL's. On
September 19, the Club visited
Finningley R.A.F. station,
which was a Bomber O.T.U.
during the war.

Hounslow & District Radio
Society.-Average attendance
at the last four meetings has
been 20 members, and some
well -prepared papers on a
variety of Amateur Radio
subjects have been discussed.
The Club is now planning for
the winter-one idea is an
" exchange and mart " night.

St. Pancras Radio Society.-
The winter session has started,
with meetings on Mondays,
Tuesdays and Thursdays each
week, 7.0-9.0 p.m. One
evening is allocated to ele-
mentary instruction in the
fundamental principles of
radio, the instructors being
G2DDK and G2FMJ. Several
ex -Service members have
undertaken responsibility for
teaching Morse, and in general
the Club looks forward to a
busy and successful season.
They also hope shortly to see
a number of their pre-war
members, who were full
licence holders, when they
return from the Services.
St. Pancras are very anxious to
obtain the co-operation of
other Clubs and would par-
ticularly welcome assistance in
the matter of lectures and
lecturers.
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Following are the names and addresses of the secretaries of the clubs mentioned
this month. They will be pleased to give every assistance to prospective members.
ABERDEEN. A. J. Anderson, B.Sc., 87 Braemar Place, Aberdeen.
BELFAST. F. A. Robe, GI6TK, 60 Victoria Avenue, Sydenham, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
BIRMINGHAM. C. W. Thompson, 6 Caldwell Road, Birmingham, 9.
BRADFORD. V. W. Sowen, G2BYC, 6 West View, Eldwick, Bingley, Yorks.
CHELTENHAM. H. Brislin, 52 Cleevemount Road, Cheltenham.
COVENTRY. J. W. Swinnerton, G2YS, 118 Moor Street, Coventry. (Tel.: Coventry 4578).
DONCASTER. H. Flintham, 50 Burton Avenue, Balby, Doncaster.
EDGWARE. P. A. Thorogood, G4KD, 35 Gibbs Green, Edgware, Middlesex.
GRAYS. B. Edmonds, G3AGU, 22 Brentwood Road, Chadwell St. Mary, Essex.
HI -Q. J. D. Gullies, GM2FZT, 3 Berridale Avenue, Glasgow, S.4.
HOUNSLOW. A. H. Pottle, I I Abinger Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex.
LEEDS. F. Stork, I Brudenell View, Leeds, 6.
LIVERPOOL. T. W. Carney, G4QC. 9 Gladeville Road, Aigburth, Liverpool, 17.
OSWESTRY. A. D. Narraway, Lamorna, Pant, Nr. Oswestry, Salop.
ST. PANCRAS. H. Brown, 84 Blenheim Gardens, London, N.W.2. (Tel.: GLA 3212).
READING. R. J. Nash, ) Holybroo c Road, Reading.
ROMFORD R. C. E. Beardow, G3FT, 3 Geneva Gardens, Whalebone Lane, Chadwell Heath,

Essex.
SALISBURY. C. A. Harley, 85 Fisherton Street, Salibury, Wilts.
SLADE. L. A. Griffiths, 47 Welwyndale Road, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham.
SOUTH SHIELDS. W. Dennell, 12 South Frederick Street, South Shields, Co. Durham.
STOCKPORT. L. Chappell, G2AAY, Heathfield, Buxton Road, Disley, Nr. Stockport, Cheshire.
STOKE. D. Poole, 13 Oldfield Avenue, Norton -le -Moors, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.
STROUD. K. D. Ayers, Victoria Villas, Whiteshill, Stroud, Gloucestershire.
SURREY. L. Blanchard, 122 St. Andrews Road, Coulsdon, Surrey. (Tel.: Uplands 3765).
SWINDON. P. Greenwood, G2BUJ, 49 Western Street, Swindon, Wilts.
WANSTEAD. F. C. Judd, G2BCX, I 1 I Mayband Road, South Woodford, London, E.18.
WATFORD. J. C. Warren, 29 Market Street, Watford, Herts. (Tel.: Watford 5988).
WEST HARTLEPOOL. A. R. Donald, G3TO, 186 Stockton Road, West Hartlepool.
WEST MIDDLESEX. N. Priest, 7 Grange Road, Hayes, Middlesex.
WIGAN. H. King, 2 Derby Street, Spring View, Nr. Wigan, Lanes.

Coventry Amateur Radio
Society.-We mentioned last
month that G2ZT had recently
given up the secretaryship;
what we did not know till the
present report came in was
that he has been secretary of
C.A.R.S. for no less than 14
years! In recognition of this
long record of service, which
to our knowledge is unique in
the radio club world, he was
recently presented with a
certificate of life membership.
C.A.R.S. meetings are very
well attended, and the visit to
the BBC at Daventry was a
great success. The next such
outing is to Rugby Radio on
October 26.

Liverpool & District Short
Wave Club.-G3ADH is the
Club call under Class -B con-
ditions, with a 'phone endorse-
ment. G6VS and G8JU have
continued their very helpful
talks, and a lecture of par-
ticular interest was one by
G6KS on aerials; he dealt with
the subiect at considerable
length and has been asked to
prepare another on similar
lines. The visit to Seaforth
Radio, GLV, was a great
success and the station per-
sonnel arc specially thanked

for the trouble they took in
making the visitors welcome.

Leeds Radio Society.-They
recommence their winter
session at the Swathmore
Settlement (every Friday at
7 p.m.) and look forward to
the support of local readers,
particularly holders of trans-
mitting licences. It is hoped
to have a fully active station
on the Club premises.
West Middlesex Amateur
Radio Club.-Sir Ernest Fisk
of E.M.I. has consented to
become President of the
Club, and his acceptance was
announced at the meeting on
September 11. Club nights
are the second and fourth
Wednesday in each month;
on September 25, G6WK dis-
cussed television.
Watford & District Radio &
Television Society.-The last
month's meeting, on Septem-
ber 3, drew 28 members, when
the evening was largely taken
up by a junk sale, with the
usual success attaching to such
affairs. On October 1, a
general get-together was
arranged to meet a number of
visitors from outside the
Watford area.

Swindon & District Short Wave
Society.-On September 14
the first of a very interesting
series of talks was given on the
operation and application of
the cathode-ray tube. With
nine transmitting members
already, three more calls are
expected in the town very
shortly.

Oswestry & District Radio
Society.-The second meeting
of this new organisation was
held on September 10 and
produced a good attendance.
We see at least one of the OT
calls in the list-G6US; 73,
OM! A room has been made
available for future meetings
in the Oswestry Technical
Institute, where members will
foregather on the second Tues-
day in each month. To date
Oswestry has some 16 licensed
members, with more to come
from the official mill.

Stoke-on-Trent & District Ama-
teur Radio Society.-Morse
classes have commenced and
technical classes will shortly
be started, the latter in the
form of lectures followed by
a practical period. G3UD has
recently become the new
chairman; known as Colonel
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Bandspread, he is said to be
working on a secret D/F
machine for detecting beer.
On the more serious side-
though we welcome a break
like this occasionally-Stoke
now have 40 members, with
new arrivals at every meeting.
The last was on September 12,
when Colonel Bandspread
gave a successful demonstra-
tion of Amateur Radio oper-
ating for the edification of
non -transmitting members.

West Hartlepool & District
Radio Club.-Membership has
gone up to 33, and the Club
lectures are now being devoted
to the syllabus of the R.A.E.
Two new calls issued to mem-
bers are G2AIX and G3AJA;
four aspirants propose to take
the November R.A.E.

Grays & District Amateur
Radio Club.--G3AGU is the
new secretary here, and re-
ports that G2YH gave a very
interesting lecture on voice -
controlled carrier working,
which he illustrated with a
system he has in operation on
1.7 mc.
Birmingham & District Short
Wave Society.-A great blow
is the recent death of their
popular and successful
secretary, G. Hodgkiss, who
had done a great deal to
sustain and encourage the
Club. His successor is C. W.
Thompson. The Club meets
on the first Monday of the
month, 8 p.m., at the "Hope
and Anchor," Edmund Street,
the next being on October 7,
when the R.A.E. paper is to
be discussed. A regular feature

of each meeting is an affair
known as the "monthly log,"
when a member summarises
conditions for the preceding
month and discusses the DX
heard. Birmingham challenges
any other club to a DX
listening contest (teams four
a side) to take place over
the week -end October 19-20.
Secretaries interested are in-
vited to get in touch.

South Shields Amateur Radio
Club.-They continue to make
progress and the recent series
of lectures proved useful
and interesting to both receiv-
ing and transmitting members.
The general meeting was held
on September 27, when new
officials were elected and a
programme considered for the
coming winter session.

'PHONE/CW AREAS
Help rationaise the use of the 3.5,7,

14 and 28 mc bands by keeping 'phone
in the 3685-3800, 7200-7300, 14,200-
14,300, and 28500-29500 kc areas. New
3 -letter G's and CW operators, please
choose your crystals to give working
points in the 3500-3635, 7150-7200,
14100-14200 and 28000-28500 kc areas.

NEW QRA's
These are now coming in so fast that

they have caught up on us to the extent
that we are more than a month behind on
publication. The list this time was
actually made up before the September
issue was published, and we already have
over a page -full for November, with
October yet to go !

Readers will probably agree that more
than one page (which allows an average of
50 addresses) is hardly justified. Never-
theless, if the rate of receipt continues to
outstrip publication, we shall do a two-
page spread to get level again. We think
that " New QRA's " is a useful feature,
particularly as the lists we print are
automatically incorporated in the Call
Book.

THE PAPER ALLOCATION
An increase in paper supplies has been

much publicised in the daily Press. At
present, however, the increase applies only

and not to periodicals of
any other description.

It is reasonable to expect that in due
course established publications in other
categories will also be allowed a certain
amount of extra paper. Unless when it
does come this increase is a great deal
more than we expect, it will be used to
widen the circulation of the Magazine.

* * *
HAPPY NOTE

To date we have had nearly 3,000 letters
written apparently for no other purpose
than the kindly one of expressing apprecia-
tion of the Magazine and of our efforts to
provide a publication worthy of British
Amateur Radio.

Such backing is very gratifying and
extremely encouraging. But no one need
think that we imagine the Magazine cannot
be improved. There is much yet to be
done before the " sit -back -and -take -a -
holiday " stage is reached.

Mention the Magazine when writing to Advertisers-It Helps You, Helps
Them and Helps Us.
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VIBRATORS  TRAISIORIllh'S  SWITCHIS  (OILS

`Stratosil Sealed'
for EFFITIEACY
Wearite "Stratosil Sealed" Vibra-

tors operate efficiently and with the

utmost reliability in all situations
irrespective of climatic conditions.

They embody many features ex-
clusive to this type of component.

5TRATOSIL
Sealed VIBRATORS

WRIGHT E ROME LTD

All steel construction - even
to the rivets-ensuring UM -
form expansion under ex-
rrernes of temperature.

Reed driving coil-wound on
a bakelite moulded bobbin to
meet all climatic conditions.

Metal can, sponge rubber lined
Acoustically and electrically

shielding the Vibrator.

Driving contact of nontarn ish-
able precious metal - ensuring
starting under the lightest of
pressures and voltage,.

INContacts ground almost to
optical limits

Stack assembly. Mica and
steel only are used.

Base sealed by the WEARITE
ST RATOSII process.

HIGH RD.TOTTEN HAM N.17

TELEPHONE:TOTTENHAM 3847

LABGEAR
Manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

AN EXAMPLE FROM THE
LABGEAR

RANGE OF INDUCTANCES

A very conservatively -rated 150
watt Tank Inductance, embodying
swinging link coupling for either
front panel or rear control.

Extremely robust and of rigid
construction, with the coil losses
kept to an absolute minimum
through the use of heavily
silver-plated hard -drawn copper
wire and the highest grade
dielectric materials.

LONDON AGENTS :-

BERRY'S (Shortwave) LTD
25 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1

WEBB'S RADIO
14 SOHO STREET, W.C.I

\ft.

Arai
sic wift

Types DSL/28, DSO 14, DSL/7 for the 10 20
and 40 metre Amateur Bands respectively

LABGEAR
INSTRUMENTS & COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT
WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE, ENG.

Tele. : 2494 (2 lines)
'Grams: Labgear, Cambridge

TO SATISFY YOUR NEEDS
LABGEAR

HAVE IN PRODUCTION

Crystal Calibrators, Cathode Ray
Viewing Units. V.F.O. Exciters,
Stabilized and High Voltage
Power Supply Units, Preselector
Units, Rotabeam Directional An-
tenna Systems, Noise Silencer
Units, Absorption Wavemeters,
Racks and Panels, Transmitting
Coils, Condensers, Chokes, Induc-
tances with variable or fixed
links, Antenna Feeder Spreaders,
Neutralizing Condensers, etc.

UNTIL WE ANNOUNCE OUR
FULL LIST OF AGENTS, PRO-
VINCIAL " S.W." ENTHU-
SIASTS ARE INVITED TO
APPLY DIRECT TO LABGEAR
SALES DEPT. FOR LISTS OF
COMPONENTS FOR AMA-
TEUR TRANSMITTING.
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LET US ADD TO THE QUEUES
We really deplore the habit, but we are fast becoming a nation of queuers, so let
us tell you about our queue.

Our biggest and best is, of course, for Coil Turrets. We can quite understand that,
for they seem to offer all the best features of wireless, in the most convenient way.
Anyway, the people at the back now will have to wait 12 weeks for a C.T.I or
C.T.2, or 15 weeks for the C.T.3 (that new job with an R.F. stage which everyone
has been telling us we must produce).

Those other little fellows that make such a difference to your circuit, the Maxi -Q
Coils, seem to be competing for the longest queue. Of course, we turn them out
much faster ; but then, the wait is still about eight weeks.

As we said before, we are encouraging the queue habit, but we must be fair to
those who have not heard of our products.

Wedo at least try to make your queuing easier. Send your demands to our nearest
authorised agent, or write to us for his address, and then sit back in comfort, if with
impatience, with the assurance that we will supplyyou as soon as we possibly can;
and if you think as we do that

DENCO PRODUCTS ARE WORTH WAITING FOR
you will be satisfied.

Send 6d. for our catalogue of components.

DENCO (C LACT 0 N) LTD.
OLD ROAD, CLACTON -ON -SEA, ESSEX

Telephone : Clacton 807 and 808.

THE
PARTRIDGE

ORGANIZATION
is again at your service.

For six years we have been supplying
the Services with our iron cored com-
ponents. We are now once more
accepting orders for ordinary com-
mercial and domestic needs.
Our technical department will again
be pleased to assist you in your trans-
former problems.
We look forward to hearing from our
old friends, and welcome enquiries
from newcomers.
May we send you our 1946 price list ?

This details a comprehensive range
of components that can now be des-
patched from stock.

Telephor.e: Abbey 2244

PARTRIDGE
TRANSFORMERS LTD
76-8. PETTY FRANCE. LONDON, SAN 1

TRANSFORMERS

PRICES

from
30, -

The illustration shows a new design of our (GL)
Transformers. These are also supplied entirely
shrouded and are of particular interest to the Radio
Engineer.
Power transformers and audio units are available in
twenty varied specifications.

Write for Leafl " CT/7 "
AMPLIFIERS
AC '18 Gramo. only, 10 watt - - El 1 : 7 : 0
A.23 with HG mike stage, 20 watt - E16 : 4 : 0
A.36 De Luxe, 35 watt - - E23 : 16 : 0

All factory assembled and tested.
Supplied in attractive steel cases.

21d. stamp should accompany req Jests for literature.

GENERAL LAMINATION PRODUCTS LTD.
294 BROADWAY, BEXLEY HEATH, KENT

Bexleyheath 3021
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REGD.REGD. TRADE
MARK

'W;(417

rDOSIONSF-ORMOS\
F. IA MISF

0041FIAS

SW100100
CNOVAt.,

0.1.111
S*11100,1 HERM

ISA.

`POW t.%g.S1S1
DACES

fie/g6,
OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD

7elephonp WOOLWICH 1422
CAMBRIDGE ROW WOOLWICH SE 18

AVOID QRM
BY

CHANGING FREQUENCY.
THIS IS EASILY AND QUICKLY
ACCOMPLISHED BY USING A

BROOKES SELECTOR
UNIT

HOLDS FOUR CRYSTALS ARRANGED
ANY SEQUENCE.

CRYSTALS EASILY CHANGED TO ALTER
SEQUENCE.

FREQUENCY CHANGED FROM OP.
POSITION.

MAY BE USED IN ANY CIRCUIT.
FIXED BY TWO SCREWS.
COMPACT SIZE, Ir x r x w.
SWITCH SPINDLE THROUGH FRONT

PANEL.

SATISFIES A LONG -FELT WANT
AT 13 6

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.
51 53 GREENWICH CHURCH STREET,

LONDON, S.E. 10

Phone : Greenwich 1828.

VALLANCE'S FOR
Amplifiers, Aerials, Strain Insulators, Spreaders,
Tee Pieces, Spaces, etc., Aluminium Sheet, Battery
Chargers and Trickle Chargers, Coaxial Cable,
Cathode Ray Tubes and Bases, Condensers
(variable and fixed, for transmitter and receiver),
Coil Units, Tank Coils, Receiving Coils, Formers,
Bases, Chokes, Crystals, Dials (precision type and
others).

Eliminators, Enamelled Wires, Communication
Receivers, Frequency Control Units, Fuses and
Fuseholders, Headphones, Jacks and Plugs. Mains
Transformers (standard type or wound to your
specification).

Loud Speakers from 12 in. to 2} in. PM and ME,
Metal Cabinets and Chassis, Modulators, Recti-
fiers, Resistance Wire, Resistances, all wattages,
Morse Keys and Buzzers, Meters, Oscillators,
Potentiometers, Suppressors, Screening Cans.
Sleeving, Switches (all types).

Transmitters, Test Gear, Transmitting and Re-
ceiving Valves, Transmission Line, Transmitting
Racks and Panels, Terminal Blocks and Strips.
Valve -holders, Wave -meters.

Transmitting Valves, 807, RK25, 83, RK34.
DA4I (TZ4O equivalent), OP38/600 (T20 equiva-
lent), Det.14 (T55 equivalent), 6L6G, 803, 813,
GU50, GTIC, all at list prices.

Miscellaneous
U.S.W. Interchangeable Coil Formers, Trimming
Tools, Radio Maps of the World, Code Oscillators,
Heterodyne Frequency Calibrators, Air Dielectric
Trimmers, Neutralising Condensers, Split -Stators,
Microdensers, TX Chokes, H.F. and U.H.F.
Frequentite TX Formers, Sub Bases, Plugs and
Sockets, Angle Brackets, Rawlplugs, Evergrip
Cement, Signal Lamps, Epicyclic Reduction Drives,
Utility Micro -Cursors, AC/DC Kit Sets, Commu-
nication Receivers, Multi -core Solder, Soldering
Irons, Peribraid, Copper Bonding, Text Books,
Metal Rectifiers, Line Cord, Clarostats, Speaker
Cones, Valve Adaptors, Box Spanners, Retrieving
Tools, Frets, and other items too numerous to
mention.

IF IT IS AVAILABLE VALLANCE'S HAVE IT

Stockists for best makers, including Raymart.
Eddystone, Belling Lee, Bulgin, Cyldon, Denco,
Woden, Hamrad, etc.

Prompt attention to orders and enquiries.
Speedy Postal Service.

Payment : Cash with Order or C.O.D.

Send your wants to-

VALLANCE'S
144 BRIGGATE, LEEDS, I.
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF THE
B.P.L. Signal Generator

100 KO to 30 Mc s

Frequency Ranges : 100 to 250 ; 250 to 650 ; 650 to 1,600 Kc s.
I. 6 to 4.5 ; 4.5 to 12 ; 12 to 30 Mc s. Accuracy of calibration
R.F. Output Voltage : Maximum output voltage on all ranges
I volt into 10 ohms. An uncalibrated attenuator is provided
consisting of a variable control and a 6 step multiplier. The output
terminates in a co -axial screw connector.
Modulation : All ranges are modulated to a depth of 300;, by
an internal 400 cycles oscillator. This may be switched off to
provide an unmodulated signal. The 400 cycles voltage is brought
out to a pair of terminals through a separate attenuator.
Mains Voltage : 200 to 250 Volts A.C. or 105 to 115 Volts A.G.
50,60 cycles.

General Description
The instrument is contained in a topper sprayed steel cabinet
finished in black ripple lacquer. The front panel, on which all
controls are conveniently arranged, consists of silver anodised
aluminium which ensures a permanent finish to the instrument.
The six frequency ranges are clearly marked on a 6 -inch diameter
illuminated scale which is visible through a glass disc fitted in the
front panel. For television frequencies the 2nd harmonics of the
highest range can be used.
A special feature of the instrument consists in the double screening
which has been carefully carried through, this resulting in an
outstandingly low level of stray radiation. In addition special
precautions have been taken to suppress radiation through the
mains supply.
As the instrument also provides an adjustable audio frequency
voltage, it lends itself for testing public address equipment and
the output stages of radio receivers.

List Price E2I Accessories : Screened cable fitted with
(Carriage Paid) Dummy Aerial I7,0

The Radio Amateur
CALL BOOK MAGAZINE
We have pleasure in informing readers of " The Short
Wave Magazine" that, by arrangement with the Radii
Amateur Call Book Inc. of America, we are authorised
to accept subscriptions for the " CALL BOOK
MAGAZINE " which is published quarterly.
The new " AUTUMN " edition of the CALL BOOK is
completely revised and will contain over 100,000 right
up-to-date " HAM " CALL SIGNS and addresses
throughout the world.

Order now as supplies are limited.

AUTUMN EDITION 8/9 Post paid
ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION 30:- Post paid

(Four Quarterly issues)

All copies are sent direct to subscribers from the
United States. The Autumn edition being printed in
October. We regret that the Summer Edition has been
completely sold out.

DALE
Electronics Ltd.

105 BOLSOVER STREET, LONDON, W.I.
Telephone : MUSeum 1023

OCTOBER 1946

MODEL RS 600
A mains operated precision all -wave signal
generator designed for the accurate alignment
and testing of all types of radio receivers

ALL OTHER B.P.L. INSTRUMENTS
STOCKED

S.A.E. FOR LISTS TERMS C.W.O.

IIIME 0E1111
MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.

24 New Road, London, E.I
Stepney Green 2760

SOUTHERN. RADIO
AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
EDDYSTONE. The new " 504 " Receiver comes
up to our expectations, and knowing Eddystone,
we expected a lot. Arrangements can be made to
demonstrate this receiver during evenings or week-
ends in our ham shack under ideal conditions.
Supplies are scarce but we are booking orders for
delivery in rotation. Specification :-9 valves
(2 R.F. stages) B.F.O., Crystal Filter, Noise Limiter
etc., E48 10s. plus E10 8s. 6d. Purchase Tax.

"EDDYSTONE" SHORTWAVE MANUAL-No. 5
2/6. This new publication contains details of
15 and 60 watt transmitters, 4 valve band -spread
all -dry receiver, V.H.F. frequency meter, five -ten
3 valve convertor unit, 10-80 metre 2 valve pre -
selector, etc. Reserve your copy now.

DENCO R.F. CHOKES-Ultra short wave 4.85
micro.H. 0.5 ohms, frequency 20 Mcs upwards 1/3.
Short wave 2.6 mH. 20 ohms, frequency 2 Mcs-
60 Mcs 2/-. All wave 55 milli H. 135 ohms, frequency

Mcs-60 Mcs with wire ends 3/-, chassis fixing 3;'6.

APPOINTED AGENTS FOR EDDYSTONE,
DENCO, HAMRAD AND RAYMART. STOCKISTS
OF LONDEX, N.S.F., Q.C.C., WODEN, WILKINS
& WRIGHT, WEARITE, ETC. Send 21,1. stamp
for complete catalogue.

85 FISHERTON ST., SALISBURY, WILTS.
Telephone : Salisbury 2108.
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UNSURPASSED
for SHORT WAVE WORK

Ericsson Supersensitive Telephones simply
annihilate distance. Perfect in tone. Really
comfortable in wear. British made. All

good dealers 25,'- or direct

SUPERSENSITIVE
TELEPHONES.

56 Kingsway, London, W.C.I
HOLborn 6936

U.E.I. CORP.
Spares for Type 58 " Walkie Talkies."
-Miniature valves, 17 6 ; 16 -section Rod Aerial,
12 6 ; Telescopic Aerial, 8 ft. 6 in., 15 - ; Head-
phone and Microphone assembly, 22 6 ; Battle
Battery, 20 -; Battery Box, 10 6 ; Vibratorpack,
2v input, 180v output, L.T.& G.B., easily adaptable
for any use, complete with 2 accumulators, 14.
Wavemeters, Class D, No. I, Mk. II, as
advertised last month. A few still available at
L6 IS - carriage paid.

Mains Transformers, 350-0-350, 80 ma., 63 v.
3 amps. S v. 24 amps, 4 v. 4 amps, 4 v. 21 amps,
32 6 ; 500-0-500, 200 ma., 6.3 v. 4 amps, 6'3 v.
24 amps, 5 v. 3 amps, 45 -.

Trimmer Took Kit, a complete outfit for set
aligning, 30.-.
Can Tubulars, 3I mfd. 1,000 v., 1;9 ; l mfd.
500 v., I,-.

Coils, Canned 1.F., 465 Kcs., 17'6 pair. Aerial and
R.F., M.W. and L W., 10,- pair.
Electrolytics, 500 v. working, 8 mfd., 2 10 :

8 8 mfd., S 6 ; 16 mfd., 4 9.

Knobs, Black or Brown, 6d. Pointers, 8d.
Yaxley Type Switches, 4 -pole 3 -way, 3 6
2 -pole 6 -way, 2 9.

Post orders only. C.W.O. or C.O.D. over LI.
Carriage paid over LI. Send S.A.E. for current
lists. Country dealers send for details of our
" Country Dealers Service."

U.E.1, CORP.,
32 St. Gabriel's Road, London, N.W.2

THE PERFECT TANK COIL --
for Five and Ten Metre Bands

Tested by well-known Amateur
Transmitters and
proved to be
highly efficient.

TANK
COIL

30/ -
Tank Coil with central swinging link and plug-in coils
Supplied complete with either 5 or 10 metre coil for
30/-.
Prices of coils available :-5 or 10 metre, 6/6 each ;
20 metre, 8/6 ; 40 metre, 10/6. When ordering
please state sire of your tuning condenser.

AMATEUR RADIO PRODUCTS
50 Glasslyn Road, Crouch End, London, N.8

'Phone : Mountview 4745

is 9 Valves

COMMUNICATIONRECEIVER

WHY WAIT
ANY LONGER ? ? ?

WE CAN GIVE ALMOST [IM-
MEDIATE DELIVERY, BUT TALL
ORDERS ARE EXECUTED

STRICTLROTATION

'Phone An All -British Designed and
LEICESTER Modified Superheterodyne

20167 Write for illustrated literature

VOICE & VISION CO. 58-60 RUTLAND ST
LEICESTER, ENG.
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AA GAM' S
GOVERNMENT DISPOSAL
NIMIO eamPostras

I ranbrnatera, Ke,eivers, Luncleflaer 4,
Switches, Metal Rectifiers, Westectors.
Instrument Rectifiers, Resistors, Tunin,7,
Units, Relays, Rotary Transformers, Meters.
Etc., Etc. Send for List.

[LYDE5DFILE SUPPLYM
2 BRIDGE STREET GLASGOW

NEW DUAL TESTOSCOPE 

,,,
Ideal for

High and Low
Voltage Testing; 1/30

100,850 A.C. and D.C. Allowance made
on old models. Send for interesting leaflet
L34 on Electrical and Radio Testing,

from all Dealers or direct.

RUNBAKENMANCHESTER4

LYONS RADIO
3 GOLDHAWK ROAD,

SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729

Portable heterodyne WAVEMETERS.
Ex Govt. (Class D. Mk. II) in strong carrying cases.
These instruments, which are as new and unused,
are all tested by us before despatch.
Frequency coverage 1.9-8 mc/s in two bands, plus
check frequencies from I mcls to 25 mcis.
Accuracy of ± 2 kc 's ensured by use of 100/1,000
kcls twin crystal.
Self-contained power unit (runs from 6 -volt
battery, total consumption approx. 1.1 amps.).
Specification includes spare valve, spare vibrator,
spare pilot lamps and instruction book with circuit
diagrams, etc.
Price, complete, LS IS 0 (Carriage paid).

A FEW ONLY
Wavemeters, exactly as above, but less spares and
carrying cases slightly damaged.
Fully tested and instruction book included.
Price only E4 7 6 (Carriage paid).
0-350 milliamp R.F. thermo-ammeters. Ex -
Government, as new, 2 in. dia. scale. Best British
makers and as new.
Price only 17,6 each (3 for 50 -) (Postage I - extra).

We shall be pleased to forward our new lists,
which will be very shortly available.

MAILING
1946-19V SCH EME

initiated in the August issue has created
enthusiasm among readers of the Short Wave
Magazine, and Registration Cards keep pouring
in. (You can still send yours. Just a post-
card with your name and address in block letters).
Meanwhile our IMMEDIATE offers are :
Valves of all Types, British and American

from 5,'10
Flikodisk, ohms -volts -amps Calculator, 69
M icro-Dia1,100-1,epicyclic Reduction, 0-180°8l9
Ammeters, Rotex 30amp 19/6, Crypton 0-6 15/ -
Tool Kits, complete Trimming Outfit 30/ -
Erie Cabinets with 96 ass. watt Resistors 24/ -
Erie Cabinets with 48 ass. I watt Resistors 24/ -
Erie Colour Code Indicator, and 12 ass. I watt

Resistors 8/ -
Lexington m/c Pick up. Faithful Recoir6c1/57.

Avo Model 7, Universal 50 Range Meter £19/10/-
Avo Minor, Universal 22 Range Meter VOW-
Avo Minor, D.C. Model £4141-
B.P.L. Signal Generator, 100 kc/s-30Mc/s £21
B.P.L. New 17 Range AC/DC Meter E8/17/6
Trans -Receiver 58 MKI & Power Pack, new £15
Car -Radio R103 brand new and spares £21
Eliminator with Metal Rectifier 39/6
Speakers, Goodman, 3} in. 30/-

RA1-MART Short -Wave Products Depot
Valves 6L6 18/3. GTIC 25/- 807 30/5
GU50 30/5 PX25 matched, 9001-2-3-4-5,
954, 955, 956, 1R4, 1S5, 1T4, 3S4, 1299A,
UBL21, UCH4, UYIN and 101 more types.
Order C.O.D. or Remittance with Order.
Those who have Served or still Serve-Special

Attention.
J. BULL & SONS (S1W)

246 High Street, Harlesden, N.W.I 0

G8OG

LEEDS
THE CENTRE OF YORKSHIRE

GRAND ARCADE RADIO
ARE PROBABLY THE LARGEST STOCKISTS OF
NEW TRANSMITTING COMPONENTS IN THE

WEST RIDING :-

Chassis, Cabinets, Panels, Racks. Q.C.C. 160,
80 and 40 Metre Crystals.
EDDYSTONE (too numerous to list).
RAYMART (coo numerous to list).
WODEN (too numerous to list).
Meters. Enamelled CopperWire. Resistors from

watt to 103 watts. Telcothene 70 ohm Feeder.
High and Low Voltage Condensers. Fuses and
Bulbs. Plugs. Sockets. Dials. Microphones.
Modulators. Etc., etc., etc.

6 GRAND ARCADE, LEEDS, I
(Top of Briggote) Tel.: 22175

LEADS
G8OG
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RADIO CAREERS
AN IMPORTANT GUIDE
"Engineering Opportunities" Indicates clearly
how all engaged in the Wireless industry can
equip themselves for safe and highly -paid posts
despite the keener competition which will come
with a return to peace -time conditions.
This modern guide contains 112 pages of highly
useful information. It gives full details of our
very comprehensive series of modern WIRELESS
COURSES, including General Wireless, Short
Wave, Wireless and High Frequency,
Talking Picture Engineering, Television and
Radio Servicing, etc.
TELEVISION AND RADIO SERVICING
There is no doubt about it that there will shortly
be an enormous boom in Television and unlimited
opportunities for trained men. Our special
TELEVISION and SERVICING Courses are
fully described in the handbook.
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" also ex-
plains the most efficient way of preparing
candidates for such recognised Examinations as
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds,
etc.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
" NO PASS -NO FEE "

The Wireless industry is alive with possibilities. In
your own interests you should write for your copy
of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" to -day. It
will besent FREE, and the book is bound to indicate
manyopportunitieswhich otherwise you might miss.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

149 Shakespeare House,
17/19 STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I

LONDEX for RELAYS
AERIAL CHANGE -OVER

RE LAY
for Radio Frequency
Type A.E.C.O. 4.

3 V.A. Coll Consumption
especially designed for Trans-
mitters, High Frequency
Heating, Amateur Stations,
etc. Ask for leaflet 112/SW.

LONDEX LTD
MANUFACTURERS OF IFILVS

307 £1418110 NOAD.1.0111013015120

.A.C.
Short-IVave Equipment

Noted for over 15 years for . . .

Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/ -
Two "E" 43/ -
These kits are complete with all components,
accessories, and full instruc i )ns. The
prices are inclusive of postage and packing.
Send stamped addressed envelope for

descriptive catalogue
A. L. BACCHUS, 10) H trtington Road,

London, S.W.8

PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.

ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUBILEE WORKS,
167 LOWER CLAPTON RD.. LONDON. E.5.
(Amherst 4723)
CALLERS TO : 169 FLEET ST., E.C.4. (Central
2833)
OUR 1946 LIST IS NOW AVAILABLE. All
enquiries must be accompanied by a 21d. stamp.
FIRST GRADE OIL FILLED PAPER CON-
DENSERS, with miniature stand-off insulators and
fixing clips, 2 mfd., 1,000 v.w., 2/6 or 20/- per dozen;
2 mfd. 600 v.w., 1/3 each or 10/- per dozen ; 1 mfd.
600 v.w.. 1/- each, 8/- per dozen. Super Quality
Oil Filled Tubulars. Insulation as good as Mica.
.1 mfd. 500 v.w., .02 mfd. 750 v.w., .5 mfd. 350 v.w.
Either type, 9d. each or 7/6 per dozen.
P.M. SPEAKERS. 5in. 21/6, 61in. 22/6, 8in. 24/,
9in. 6 -watt. 15 ohm. 38/- I2in. 15 ohms 15 watts,
a high fidelity job. £6 15/-.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. A super produc-
tion. By means of ingenious series -parallel arrange-
ment. all windings are used at all times. Match any
tube, single or push-pull to any voice coil 2-30 ohms.
7 watts, 22/6; 15 watts, 30/-; 30 watts, 49/6 ;
60 watts. 59/6.
.0005 CONDENSERS. -Ceramic insulation. " Bar"
type. Single gang, 5/- : twin gang 8/6 ; three gang.
10/- four gang, 10/-.
KIT OF PARTS FOR H.T. ELIMINATOR AND
TRICKLE CHARGER. -Output 150 v. 30 ma.. 2 v.
half amp. Metal Rectification. Amazing value
at 30/-.
ENERGISED LOUDSPEAKERS. Sin. 1.000
ohms, with transformer, 27/6: 10in. 2,100 ohms.
5 ohms. V.C. handles, 6 watts. 50/-.
B.P.L. SIGNAL GENERATOR, 100 KO to 30
mc/s in six bands. 1 per cent. calibration, 1 volt into
10 ohms. 30 per cent. modulation by 400 cycle
osc., mains driven, £21.
B.P.L. UNIVERSAL TEST METERS. -Army
type in shockproof bakelite case, 10. 100. 500 volts.
A.C. and D.C.. at 1,000 op. v. 10. 1013, 500 ma. D.C.
0-10,000 ohms, with self-contained battery,
£8 15/- Current Transformer for same, .1, 1 and
10 a. A.C., 39/6.
KIT OF PARTS FOR CRYSTAL SET, complete
with Headphones and Aerial Wire. A complete
Listening Post. Nothing else to buy. Amazing
value at 15/- the lot.
MIDGET RADIO KITS. -Complete with drilled
chassis, valves and loudspeaker, only cabinet re-
quired. medium and long wave T.R.F. Size 10 in. x
6 in. x 6 in., 4 valves. inc. rect., tone control, A.C.!
D.C. operation. 200/250v. Circuit and construc-
tional details supplied. Price, including tax,
£6 17s. 6d. Cabinet, if required, 25/- extra.
PLAYING DESKS. -Consist of an Electrical
Gramophone Motor, with automatic stop, and
speed regulator, a quality magnetic Pick-up moun-
ted on a strong metal frame. Price complete
£6 17s. 6d. ; without Pick-up £5 10s.

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS, input 12 v., output
180 v., 30 m/a. 4 v. 2-3 a. with 19 volts input. output
is 50 per cent. higher. May be used on D.C. maim
as L.T. Charger. With small conversion could
operate as D.C. Motor. Original cost over £5.
Employ powerful ring magnet. Price 10/- each.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -Substantially made of
bright aluminium, with four sides, 10 In x 8 in. x
3 in., 7/- : 12 in. x 9in. x 21 in., 7/9 : 16 in. x
8 in. x 21 in., 8/6 ; 20in. x 8 in. x 21 in., 10)6 ;
22 in. x 10 in. x 21 in., 13/6.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. -Iron core. litz wound,
with or without flying lead, 460/465 k/c., 7/6 each.
Miniature type. I in x 1 in. x 2 in., 9/9.
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CLASSIFIED
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS
9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series
discounts ; all charges payable with order. In-
sertions of Radio interest only accepted. Add
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type).

" EE ELECTRIC " Carry a modern and
k-3IComprehensive stock of all types of radio and

television Components and parts, also British and
American valves. NO ORDER TOO LARGE OR
TOO SMALL. Id. Stamp brings you any enquiry
and latest list-GEE ELECTRIC (DEPT. SW),
15 LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON,
W.C.2. GER 6794.

ALU MINIUM, Chassis, panels, screens and sheets
promptly made to your requirements. Holes

punched for valveholders, etc.. EAD, 13 BENCE
LANE, DARTON, BARNSLEY, YORKS.

AMATEUR Radio Service, G6HP. Eddystone
Raymart Hamrad Radio -Aid agents. For any

metal work, components, complete equipment.
Prompt efficient Mail Order service. S.A.E. new
comprehensive lists. G6HP, Canning Street,
Burnley.

RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.
(GW8NP). Send S.A.E. for details of our

Variable Frequency Oscillator drive Unit as adver-
tised in previous issues, also 100 K.C. crystal check
meter, 35 watt modulator, 50 and 100 watt trans-
mitters. We are equipped to manufacture any type
of electronic equipment to special requirements.
Raymart stockists. Specialists in repair and align-
ment of communication receivers. 18, Dalton St.,
Cardiff.

MOVING Coil Meters, ex Air Ministry, scale
30 ma., movement 5 ma. shunted, 2 in.

diameter, by leading makers, Weston, Ferranti, etc.
each 15/- postage 6d. extra. Stamford Radio Co.,
199 Stamford Street, Ashton-under-Lyne.

WE HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN RADIO

BOOKS IN THE COUNTRY, INCLUDING
MANY NOW OUT OF PRINT. Write or call for
List, Modern Book Co., 19/23 Praed Street (Dept. V),
London, W.2. Pad. 4185.

SUSSEX Hams and all interested in Amateur
Radio can now obtain Raymart, Hamrad, QCC,

Denco, and most other components locally.
Catalogue free-better still visit the Ham Shack of
BOWERS & WILKINS LTD., I BECKET
BLDGS., HIGH ST., TARRING, WORTHING.

FOR up-to-date designing of amateur transmitting
and receiving equipment, Consult : Arthur

Bloomer, M.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.I., Development
Engineer. Special terms for " Short Wave "
readers. B M/ ME RW YN, LONDON, W.C. I.

WILTSHIRE'S HAM SPECIALISTS. Agents
and Stockists of " Q Max," Hamrad, Raymart.

Overhaul and Alignment of communication
receivers. Personal attention of G2CGN, The
Radio Shack, Whitehouse Road, Swindon.

LABELS-for the " Rig " Plastic, Cardboard,
or Metal engraved to your requirements, vari-

ous colours. Details " Supervox " Service,
29 Market Street, Watford, Herts.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
3d. per word, min. charge 5/-, payable with order.

VOR Sale : Communication Receiver. Hai-
l' crafters Type S29. Recent Model. Absolutely
Perfect Condition. Best Offer Over £35. Box 102
Short Wave. Magazine.

WANTED. Hallicrafter Super Skyrider Receiver
SX.16/17. Working, or one requiring repair.

Watt, 57 Birches Road, Codsall, Staffs.
CR 100 COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.

11 VALVES, 160 KC/S TO 30MC/S BFO
AVC XTAL FILTER, £45, PERFECT CONDI-
TION. CONNELL, 81 BURGH ROAD.
GORLESTON-ON-SEA, NORFOLK.

HALLICRAFTERS SX24 £40. Also complete
transmitter 10, 20 40 metres £55. Offers.

G5IK, Keyhaven House, Milford -on -Sea, Hants.

!OBE -7 valve communication receiver, 20, 40,
80 and 160 Bands. In handsome console

cabinet. Moving only reason for selling. £35.
Reith, 1 Clarence Parade, Cheltenham.

RCA. AR.88.D. Communications Receiver.
535-32,000 Kc., 6 bands, Crystal, Var., Selec-

tivity, B.F.O., Noise Limiter, Bandspread, 14
valves £55. Clinton, 20 Clifton Avenue, London,
E.17.
PAIR Tungsram OQQ55/1500's, ratings as T55

£3 10s., one T40 £1 5s., 807's £1 each, 8I3's £6.
Parker, 22 Second Avenue, Wellingborough.

WANTED, Urgently, SX24, HQ120X,
NC100X, NC8IX or similar RX. Particulars

and Price to BRS.13,120, 66 Greystone Avenue,
Burnside, Rutherglen, GLASGOW.

&CS. ititall0
VALVE S

wE are pleased to announce a selection of valves
suitable for use at V.H.F. Supplies are limited and

In many cases cannot be repeated. We suggest, there-
fore, that you make a note of the types offered and let
us know your requirements.

6J6 - Button Base Double Triode IS/ -
OAKS - Button Base H.F. Pentode 15/-
9001 - Button Base H.F. Pentode IS/ -
9006 - Button Base Diode 12/6
955 - Acorn Triode 30/ -

We also have stocks of the following
receiving and transmitting types

6AC7/1852-High slope H.F. Pentode 21/4; 6S947 and
6SC7-Double Triodes 18/3; 6S.17GT-1-1.F. Pentode
12/10; Tungsram 837-25/-, 6V6GT-I2 10, 6L6
metal 18/3,

Hytron 11Y60-33/6
Standard Telephones 4074-A (RK34)-30/-; 4061-A
(RK25)-40/-; 2V/400A (866A)-27/6; SC/100A (813)
-0 15s. Od.
Send for our latest list " S.W." giving details of our
range of components, meters, receivers, etc. to :-

44 WIDMORE le BROMLEY, KENT
Phom- PAYenshoutne 0/56
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From magnetic pole to magnetic
pole, wherever magnetic cir-
cuits have to be designed with high efficiency,
more and more manufacturers are specifying
*" Ticonal " permanent magnets.

* Mullard " Ticonal" magnets are anisotropic, i.e., they possess greatly
increased properties along the preferred axis. They were the first
anisotropic magnets commercially available: they are still the best

"TICONAL" (REGD. TRADE MARK;

PERMANENT MAGNETS MADE BY

MULLARD
THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., LONDON, W.C.2. (8)



A NEW Edition of our Catalogue is
NOW READY !

BERRY
(SHORT WAVE) LTD.

25 HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON,W.C.1,
(Opposite Chancery Lane)
Telephone: HOLborn. 6231

The House for Quality Radio & Electronic Products
SEND 6d. STAMPS FOR POST FREE COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOGUE (S.M.)

Printed by Lochend Printing Co.. Ltd., London. S.W.9. and published by the Proprietors. The Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 49 Victoria Street, London. S.W.1. October, 1946. Printed in Great Britain.


